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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigates slsctronic data 
processing*s inpllcations for retail Merchandise control. 
Case studies provide the prlnary Method of research into 
the problcMs faced by retailers converting their 
Merchandise-control systens to computers. Personal con­
sultations and correspondence with retailers, ratal 1- 
aanagenent consultants, and conputer Manufacturers also 
supply insights into Merchandise-eontrol needs and the 
potential of electronic data processing in fulfilling 
these needs.
A downward trend In the rate of stocktum and an 
upward trend in narkdowns fron 1939 to 1961, as shown in 
Chapter I, highlight the need for inproving Inventory 
Management. To the extent that coaputers can provide 
needed Merchandising statistics More rapidly than Manual 
systens, as well as Make basic recurring decisions with 
properly designed prograns, they can aid in the laprove- 
ueut effort.
To provide a franc of reference for the discussion 
of computer applications In retailing, Chapter XI explores 
two basis concepts} unit control aad dollar control.
x
xl
Vhtrua unit control la concerned with gttharlag sales 
and stock data on individual items to aid in tha buying 
decision* dollar control exists to guide tha level of 
inventory investment into profitable channels through 
placing monetary limite on purchases* Merchandise control 
at the V. T* Grant Coupany illustrates how both control 
concepts are typically applied in a manual system. Hext* 
the unit-control systems of Joske's* San Antonio* Texas* 
and Melman-Mareus* Dallas* Texas* indicate that the 
application of punched**card equipment rests on an exte^> 
si on of the same patterns followed in nsnnsl systems.
The majority of these systems use prlnt-punch tickets as 
source documents* producing dally reports of ready-to-wear 
sales by style* else* and/or color.
The areas of markdowns* out-of-stocks* and inven­
tory carrying costs offer the retailer the greatest oppor^ 
tunity to realise a gain from electronic data processing* 
The lack of economically feasible input methods* however* 
limits the types of merchandise which can be controlled 
with the aid of a computer. Because of the availability 
of prlnt-punch tickets* most applications concentrate on 
the unit eontrol of fashion items. Such Is the ease at 
D. H. Holmes Company* Limited* and Maison Blanche Company* 
■ew Orleans* Louisiana* the subjects of Chapters III aad 
IT. Generally* raw data are presented to buyers; however*
xii
•Mlyals is aldid lonvbit when aaltt art prtatnttd by 
price 11m s  within dspsrtMatsl o las si float ions. Data 
ars rsflnad further In ona company through tha computer 
calculation of salas and stock contribution percentages 
by stora units and prloa 11m s . Additional refinement of 
data Is possible with exception reporting; however, 
because of a general lack of control standards, retailers 
are not benefiting froai the eoniputer9s ability to die* 
tlngulsh between the presence and absence of previously 
established conditions. Dally ready-to-wear listings, 
for enmnple, shewing every iten in idleh there Is sales 
activity provide a plethora of data from which It Is 
difficult to obtain Information needed for decision 
making.
Once control standards are established, further 
progress rests on the fonsulatlon of buying rules. The 
formalisation of decision processes Inherent In buying 
can facilitate transference to the computer of some of 
the buyer9s rout 1m  duties. The use of scientific- 
lnventory-maMgemsnt principles In conjunction with this 
formalisation provides the retailer with an opportunity 
to optlaiM some ef the controllable variables Involved 
in the buying decision: namely, ordering quantities and
tlmss. Inevitable uMertaintles surrounding these
xiii
varlablas can ba offsat partially through tha mac of 
probability thaory in tha conpatatlon of protactlva 
stocks.
As faaslbla input methods ara developed aad costs 
ara lowered, ratallars can look to lnproTaaaats In Mr- 
chandlsa control with alactronie data processing (1) whan 
control standards ara established, (2) whan intuitive 
buying rulas ara fornallsed, aad (3) whan scientific- 
inventory-nanagenent principles ara ooablnad with tha 





Merchandising— the retailer's major responsi­
bility— Is often defined as "the planning Involved in 
Marketing the right Merchandise, at the right place, at 
the right time, In the right quantities* and at the right 
p r i c e . H e n c e ,  the retailer Is basically concerned with 
the aanageaent of Merchandise. In performing various 
merchandlse-management functions, he has available certain 
Inforaatlon to aid him—  Information generated through 
systems of Merchandise control which he develops. These 
systeas vary froa firm to firm, from highly simplified to 
rather complex. They may produce relevant Information 
through the use of aanual methods or elaborate am chines.
Merchandise inventories are the major assets of 
most retailers. How they manage these Inventories affects 
the utility ultimately provided to consumers through the 
slse, breadth, and depth of available assortments. Prom
^Committee on Definitions, American Marketing Association.
1
2
an individual-firm point of view, the retailer must be 
concerned with the rate of return he receives on his In* 
▼entory Investment. To attempt an optimum allocation of 
his funds, the retailer must balance two opposing forces. 
On the one hand, larger Inventories of well-selected mer­
chandise assortments Increase the retailer*s chances of 
larger sales. On the other, however, some countervailing 
forces must be considered: the costs of storage and the
risks of obsolescence, as well as the retailer*s required 
return on his Investment.
Two Important factors affect the retailer* s ulti­
mate return on his merchandise Investment: turnover and
gross margin. They combine to determine how far the 
retailer’s Invested dollars go toward returning profits. 
Annual turnover, the number of times average Inventory Is 
sold In one year, shows an over-all downward trend from 
1939 to 1961, as Illustrated In Chart 1. During the same 
period, markdowns, a direct deduction from original markup 
to produce the gross-margin figure, show an upward trend, 
as revealed by Chart 2. Harvard Professor Malcolm P. 
McNair, upon reporting 1961 operating results of depart­
ment and specialty stores, summarises the general problem 
"The current need to improve the return on capital in the
ee
3
department store business accents the urgency of top* 
level attention to the job of laproving inventory manage­
ment.
The present research is designed to investigate 
the application of new tools that have becoae or will 
soon becoae available for use by retailers as they atteapt 
to laprove the performance of their merchandise—management 
function. Specifically, the advent of electronic data 
processing presents the retailer with memory and compu­
tational capacity never before possible. Row a retailer 
takes advantage of what is available in this new technology 
largely determines whether he can justify the adoption of 
the expensive equipment. As Miss Ethel Langtry, Director 
of the National Retail Merchants Association*s Retail 
Research Institute, points out:
The nature of eur business and the tremendous competition ever present, result in profit 
margins which leave little room for error. 
Therefore, most retail establishments cannot 
afford electronics on an experimental basis.’
The applications studied herein are viewed in an
infomation-foi>-decision-making framework. It Is not the
^Malcolm P. McNair, "Department Stores* Expense 
Ratio Improved in *61,» Stores. Vol. 44, No. S (September, 1962), p. 9.
3gthel Langtry, *EDP in the Retail Industry,» 
Systems and Procedures. Vol. 11, No. 1 (February, I960), 
p. 32*
CHART 1
STOCKTURN FOR DEPARTMENT 3TORE3 WITH ANNUAL SALES 
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Source: Malcolm P. McNair, Operating Resuita of Department and Specialty
Stores in 1953. 195o. and 1961. Harvard Business School Division 
of Resea rcTT.
CHART 2
MARKDOWNS FOR DEPARTMENT 3T0RE3 WITH ANNUAL SALES 
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Source! Malcolm P. McNair, Operating Results of Department and Specialty 
Stores in 1953. 1956. and 1961. HarranT business SchoolDivision 
of Researcn.
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writer’s contention that computers are necessarily a 
panacea for retailers* profit and service problems.
Rather, to examine objectively electronics* Implications 
for retailing is the object of this research. Only to 
the extent that computers can provide needed merchan­
dising statistics more rapidly than manual systems, as 
well as make basic recurring decisions upon being properly 
programmed, can they be considered as possible aids to 
retailers. Former President Herbert Hoover highlighted a 
fundamental need of all managers when he said:
The raw material of truth is facts. Statistics 
are not mental exercises, they are the first 
step to right decisions, to enlightened action, 
to progress itself.*
Method of Research
To present an up-to-date analysis of how elec­
tronic data processing Is being used In the production 
of merchandise-management Information, a case-study ap­
proach is used. Two companies, D. H. Holmes Company, 
Limited, and Maison Blanche Company, both multi-unit 
department stores headquartered in New Orleans, Louisiana,
^A1 N. Seares, •Measurement of the Sffectlveness of the Distribution Function,* Measurement of Management 
Conference Proceedings. Society Tor the Advancement of Management, New Toxic, 1956, p. 37*
7
are studied Intensively. Personal consultations with 
merchandise Managers, buyers, controllers, and other 
retail executives provide the primary source for data.
The accumulation of much information not available In 
published literature Is possible with this approach.
Also, changes which are currently taking place In com­
puterised merehandlse-management systems can be discovered.
Correspondence with distant retailers, retail- 
management consultants, computer manufacturers, and ac­
counting firms also supplies numerous insights Into the 
problem. Current professional and academic periodicals 
serve as secondary sources of Information.
Basic Components of Electronic Data Processing 3vstems
Data-processing problems have been characterised 
as requiring "recording, storage, processing, and output.*^ 
In manual systems, these basic functions are performed by 
hand. The addition of key-driven equipment (for example, 
calculators and adding mar' Ines) begins to mechanise the 
processing.
One more step Is taken toward mechanisation when 
punched-card or electro-mechanical equipment Is introduced.
5Daniel D. McCracken, Harold Yelss, and Tsal-Hwa 
Tee, Programmlng Business Computers. John Viley & Sons, 
Inc., Hew York, 1959, p . 44*
a
With these systems, data are recorded and stored as holes 
in cards. Machines which sort these cards in various 
predetermined ways, electronic calculators which perform 
the actual arithmetic involved, and printers which inter­
pret the punched cards form the heart of the system. In­
structions for the operations to be performed are given 
to the machines on panels which contain wiring complexes. 
The system’s various parts are usually disconnected, so 
that a great deal of manual intervention is required in 
the data-processing effort. Mechanical manipulation of 
the data itself is limited, so that "complex problems 
must be solved in pieces, not in one continuous process.”^
Many times limitations inherent in punched-eard 
systems are overcome when data processing becomes possible 
at electronic speed. In terms of information flow, rather 
than electronics, the functional parts of a computer are 
illustrated in Figure 1.
The computer's input section often uses punched 
cards or punched paper tape as sources for data to be 
placed in the memory section; magnetic tape, a faster 
device, is also used. All information must be stored in 
memory before any operations can be performed. The
6Pata Processing by Electronics. Haskins k Sells, 
New York,H355, p. ll.
9
FIGURE 1






Source: McCracken, o£. cit.. p. 45.
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essence of this storage is the essence of electronic data 
processing: storage is In the font of electronic inpulses.
Data Manipulation takes place as these Inpulses appear and 
disappear In the various sections of the conputer. A main 
nenory large enough to store the masses of data usually 
processed would not be technically or economically feasi­
ble. ̂  Therefore, part of the data to be processed is 
often kept on magnetic tapes or magnetic disks which 
serve as the computer's auxiliary memory.
The arithmetic section of the computer performs 
four basic operations: addition, subtraction, multipli­
cation, and division. Instructions for the performance 
of all operations are supplied from outside the system, 
just as the actual data are. These instructions, In the 
form of a computer program, are stored in the computer's 
main memory and are Interpreted by the control section.
The control section, In turn, tells the other sections 
what to do. Machines of this type are called stored- 
program computers; and whenever reference is made to a 
conputer In this research, one with a stored program Is 
implied.
As an explanation of computer technology, the 
above statements are highly condensed and simplified.
^McCracken, ££. c^t., p. 45.
11
They do serve, however, to illustrate the fundamentals 
involved. Even though computers can operate with rapid 
speed, programs that provide instructions require lengthy 
periods of logical thinking for composition, since every 
elemental step Involved in the data manipulation must be 
enumerated. The amount of time involved is directly 
dependent upon the complexity of the application being 
considered.
The Advent of Computers in Retailing
Although the first computer was delivered to 
industry in 1953, it was not until 1957 that the first 
computers were Installed in retailing. These were in­
stalled at Associated Merchandising Corporation*s Hlgbees 
in Cleveland and at Allied Stores' Dey Brothers in 
Syracuse, New York. As of December, 1962, over thirty 
computers were operating in retailing. On total, from 
270 to 300 are now on order for various forms of re­
tailing. ̂
Prior to the appearance of the first industrial 
computer, punched-card equipment was available for retail 
use. But as late as 1950, only twenty-five of these
^Kenneth R. Lavery, "How Conputer Systems Will 
Work for Tomorrow's Retail Management," Stores, Tol. 44, 
No. 11 (December, 1962), p. 15.
12
installations existed in the department store field.
Mr. J. C. Noell, Computer Controller of Allied Stores, 
summarized the reasons for retailing*s slowness in adopting 
punched-card equipment:
1. Lower wage rates then in effect making 
less productivity acceptable;
2. A lack of knowledge in applying these 
new techniques;
3- The high Initial cost in developing 
systems and programmers;
4- The lack of equipment which could be 
used economically to process the large 
amount of data inherent in the retail field.9
When computers became available, many of the same 
problems existed. Time and the efforts of computer manu­
facturers in training and indoctrination have helped some. 
But a major technical problem still remains partially un­
solved: an economical method for getting source data
recorded for placement into the computer’s memory. While 
frequently used in retailing, punched cards as input are 
expensive to prepare for individual merchandise items. 
Proposed forms of input preparation on the sales floor 
are often rejected because they would detract from the 
primary selling function.
^J. C* Noell, "Allied and Electronics," Talk for 
Managing Directors* Meeting, Hollywood, Florida, Febru­ary 7, 1962, p. 2.
13
In response to a statement made by one member of
the Retail Research Institute about electronics, "Me
don’t want to be Inefficient faster,* the Institute’s
Director said:
Those of us who are working with this (input) 
problem In the retail industry feel quite 
strongly that once it is solved, any number 
of pieces of gear currently available or In 
the developmental stage can be used in the 
over-all job. But first, we must get accurate 
information into the system at a cost we can 
afford.16
From a more philosophical point of view, merchan­
dise managers and buyers have resisted changes from long- 
used manual methods.^ The mechanical manipulation by 
others of data long available only to them has been 
slowly accepted, if at all. In the vernacular of re­
tailing, buyers do not want to give up their "black 
12books* or allow others to maintain essential records 
contained therein. As Mr. C. Robert McBrier, Controller
10Langt ry, ££. clt., p. 31*
^Personal conversation with Mr. Terry Vetters, 
Systems Manager, Joske’s of Texas, San Antonie, Texas, December 2d, 1962.
l2*Blaek books" normally contain information on 
the number of units received and sold of particular 
Items, allowing buyers to develop rate-of-sale infor­mation.
14
of Woodward and Lothrop, a Washington, D. C.„ department 
store, explains:
The Controller has had a complete challenge 
for the past fifteen years, changing systems 
occasioned by branch store expansion, In­
creased expenses, higher shortages • . . •
As he has extended his abilities in the area 
of "merchandise Information,1* he has been 
rebuffed on many occasions, and his new 
thinking, particularly in the area of auto­
mating the flow of information, has not been 
welcomed.13
As electronic data processing Is understood more as an 
aid to decision-making than as a substitute for It, how­
ever, retailers are adopting new equipment. The work of 
these retailers is studied In the following chapters.
A. Preview of the Research
Chapter IT of this research has a two-fold objec­
tive. First, the fundamental aspects of merchandise 
control, long*recognised as necessary to the basic buying 
and selling functions in retail establishments, are re­
viewed. These manual methods, upon which retailers have 
depended for the gathering and organising of relevant 
merchandising statistics, supply the initial Insights 
used by retailers in the planning and installation of
« C .  Robert McBrier, *Werchandlse Information 
Reports at Woodward k. Lothrop," Rational Retail Merchants 
Association Controllers* Congress, Annual Meeting, May 23,
15
computer systems; a manual system used In a Junior depart­
ment store chain, the W. T. Grant Company, is presented 
as an example. As the second objective of Chapter XT, 
the punched-card systems used by Joske's of San Antonio, 
Texas, and Nelman-Marcus of Dallas, Texas, are reviewed. 
The adaptation of electro-mechanical equipment to manual 
systems is an often-used step in the transition to elec­
tronic data processing.
An analysis of the information produced by the 
IBM 1401 Tape System at D. H. Holmes Company, Limited,
New Orleans, Louisiana, forms the heart of Chapter XXI. 
Although Holmes was one of the first department stores 
to install a computer, initial applications were in the 
areas of financial accounting and accounts receivable.
Only recently have routines for the production of 
merchandlse-management information been Introduced. 
Therefore, D. H. Holmes, now in the early stages of auto­
mated merchandise control, is a logical system to study 
following a review of Joske's and Nelman-Marcus' punched- 
card operations.
Maison Blanche Company, a New Orleans department 
store, is the subject of Chapter IV. More advanced than 
Holmes in the use of an identical IBM 1401 Tape System,
Maison Blanche utilizes more fully the principle of
16
exception or selective reporting In supplying buyers and 
merchandise managers with needed merchandising statistics.
The application of the exception principle to 
computers requires much forethought In the establishment 
of standards as decision rules. This requirement, plus 
the relative infancy of electronic data processing In 
retail merchandise control, has slowed retailers in their 
efforts toward the development of reporting systems which 
highlight exceptional facts only. A discussion of progress 
in this direction, and in the application of statistical 
techniques which utilise more effectively the computer’s 
computational and memory capacities, forms Chapter V. To 
Illustrate the current status of electronic data proc­
essing, progress by retailers handling diverse merchandise 
lines is also discussed. Then, with the past, present, 
and future potential of computers In merchandise manage­
ment discussed, Chapter VI presents a summary of the 
research and concludes the analysis.
CHAPTER II
GENERAL METHODOLOGY IN MANUAL AND PUNCHED-CARD SYSTEMS
To proride a frame of reference for the appli­
cation of electronic data processing to retail merchandise 
control Is the purpose of this chapter.
Since the degree of fashion embodied In rarlous 
types of merchandise and, concomitantly, the predictability 
of demand, often appear to determine the control system 
adopted, a brief comparison of fashion goods with staple 
goods Is the first task undertaken. Next, the patterns 
of control which have evolved as a result of varying mer­
chandise characteristics are discussed. To Indicate how 
these patterns were adopted by one retailer, the manual 
system of the V. T. Grant Company Is reviewed. Likewise, 
the work of Joske*s of Texas and Nelman-Marcus, reported 
toward the chapter*s end, further Indicates how the appli­
cation of punched-card equipment has rested thus far on 




Fundamentals of Merchandise Control
Fashion versus Staple Buying
A style "Is a characteristic or distinctive, 
artistic expression or p r e s e n t a t i o n , W h e n  accepted, 
purchased, and used by people, styles become fashions.
To a great extent, then, a fashion buyer9s main task Is 
that of prognosticstor of potential customer preferences. 
He must enter the market place as a representative of his 
store9s customers, choose the merchandise which he be­
lieves will be accepted by them, and assume the Inevitable 
risk that it will not meet with their approval.
A cycle Is believed to exist for any particular 
fashion; the buyer9s task of predicting demand Is aided 
to the extent that this cycle can be Identified. Three 
stages serve as summary indicators of the phases through 
which a fashion generally passes In gaining consumer ac­
ceptance: •distinctiveness, emulation, and economical
2emulation." A fashion finds Its highest price In the 
"dlstlnctiveness99 stage when consumers are willing to pay 
for the privilege of owning new products which have not
^Paul H. Nystrom, Fashion Merchandising. The 
Ronald Press Company, New York, 1932, p. 33.
*8. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing: A Mana-
f 1 APPj|SSh * D * Irwln* Inc., Homewood,
19
yet been well aeeepted by the majority. As acceptance 
progresses, however, manufacturers begin to copy original 
merchandise. As this practice grows, as mass production 
of the fashion takes place, the "economical emulation* 
stage Is In force. Lower prices make the fashion avail­
able to a large number of people.
Throughout the fashion cycle, buyers are charged 
with the responsibility of determining which of the three 
stages Is In force. Regardless of the particular stage, 
merchandise-control records are needed. Because fashions 
are continuously undergoing change, however, control re­
quires a great deal of Intuition, In addition to raw mex*- 
chandlse statistics.
The more the element of fashion Is eliminated 
from a particular product, the more this product can be 
considered a staple good. Indeed, for merehandlae-control 
purposes, It may be helpful to view different types of 
merchandise on a continuum. To the left are found spe­
cific goods whose demand has remained substantially the 
same over a period of a year or more. Some examples might 
Include housewares, notions, underwear, and many food 
Items. As movement to the right takes place, more of the 
fashion element Is added to the goods. Therefore, sea­
sonal fluctuations are Injected, annual changes In design
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become Influential in the purchasing decision, and demand 
becomes nore difficult to predict. Records of sales of 
Individually Identifiable units are practical, then, for 
goods at the left of this contlnuua; whereas records of 
descriptive characteristics (for exaaple, price and color) 
becoae aore practical to the right of the contlnuua.
Unit Control and the Maintenance of In-stock Conditions 
To keep stocks balanced with sales by lteas is 
the aajor purpose of aerchandlse control in retail stores.^ 
There are three ooaponents of this task which aust be eon-
Lsldered in planning assortments. First, the retailer 
aust have breadth in his assortments. Breadth deals with 
the nuaber of different types of aerchandlse available in 
any merchandise classification. For exaaple, in a shoe 
department, the nuaber of different types of shoes avail­
able would constitute the breadth of the shoe assortment. 
In addition to breadth, the retailer aust plan the depth 
of each assortment. In this task, he is concerned with 
various aerchandlse characteristics: for exaaple, the
slses, colors, patterns, and so forth within each basic
^Merchandise Managers* Division, Merchandise 
g^ntrol Manual. Rational Retail Dry Goods Association,
^William R. Davidson and Paul L. Brown. Retailing 
^aaaasaont^Second Sdltlon, The Ronald Press Company, llew
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type of merchandise. Finally, the total quantity of mer­
chandise on hand aust ba planned In units* For tha Talus 
of this quantity, coupled with salas in a specified period 
of tins, dataralnas aerchandlse turnover. At tha sane 
tins, salas dapand on tha breadth and depth factors of tha 
aerchandlse assortnents. Therefore, all three factors 
aust ba considered siaultaneously as tha retailer plans 
his stocks by units*
In tha early years of retailing, store nanagers 
controlled aerchandlse alnost exclusively by inspection*
As retail establishments grew, complete reliance on visual 
control beeaae impractical. The retailer started naln- 
talnlng *want books** in which he nade notes on aerchandlse 
requested by his customers* Though these want books were 
helpful, there renained a need for continuing control data 
on aerchandlse in stock. Now, as then, the kinds of data 
needed depend upon the nature of the aerchandlse involved• 
For staple aerchandlse, retailers often develop 
basic stock lists. These lists usually consist of indi­
vidual lteas, little affected by fashion, which have a 
deaand history of nore than a year.5 After listing, these 
lteas aay be classified further according to sise, color,
^Delbert J. Duncan and Charles F. Phillips, 
Retailing Principles and Methods* Richard D. Irwin, Inc 
Hoaewood, Illinois, 195?, p.
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or other important factors. As merchandise Is acquired 
by the store and as sales are made, control of the stocks 
to Insure balance assumes primary Importance. Several 
manual methods of unit control are used to Insure the 
necessary control.
A "periodic stock*counting system" for goods on 
the basic stock list is one possibility for unit control.^ 
With this system counts are made by item, as well as 
relevant characteristic, at stated intervals. From one 
interval to the next, then, the number of units sold can 
be computed and used in deciding upon reorder quantities.
A more time-consuming and costly system is one 
involving perpetual unit control. Since individual unit 
sales are recorded manually, the system becomes impracti­
cal for all but the higher-priced, higher-profit items.
In this system individual unit sales are subtracted from 
receipts to produce an ending inventory. As in the peri­
odic stock-counting systems, a comparison of sales to 
stock forms the basis for a decision on how much should 
be ordered to cover basic-stock needs.
When control over fashion items is needed, it is 
no longer feasible to develop basic stock lists by items.
^Davidson, op. clt.■ p. 341.
?Duncan, o£. clt.■ p. 252.
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That Is, past salas data by lteai have little relevance to 
the purchasing decision since fashions undergo change. 
Therefore, the retailer needs to plan a model stock, for 
model stocks do take advantage of some of the past data 
that are available. A model stock may be developed on 
the basis of slse, color, price line, price range, or a 
combination of these. Just as with basic stocks, the 
retailer*s goal Is a stock balanced with past sales or 
with future sales potential according to the chosen mer­
chandise characteristics. To assure this balance, the 
retailer sometimes controls the Individual fashions visu­
ally. In manual systems, either the sales cheeks are 
tallied or sales stubs from the merchandise itself are 
accumulated. With these simple devices, records of popu* 
lar prices, slses, and colors may be developed for use In 
purchasing decisions.
Beyond the control of individual units, there 
exists a need for overfall financial planning and control 
of the retailer*s dollar investment in Inventory, for 
these dollar figures provide the general framework In 
which unit purchases are considered.
Dollar Planning and Control In Merchandise Ma"*»*ment
"A budget is a carefully prepared financial plan 
serving as an estimate of, and a means of control over,
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future operations** The merchandise budget and dollar
control over Inventory investment are similarly related,
for *the merchandise budget provides both a definite
course of future action and a yardstick for evaluating
9current performance.*
Merchandise planning involves making estimates of 
the major factors which ultimately determine the store*s 
gross margin for the planning period: specifically,
sales, stocks, purchases, and retail reductions (mark- 
downs, employee discounts, etc.) Although the fozms used 
in planning these components may vary from one retail 
concern to the next, retailers who budget their merchan­
dise requirements in dollars follow a general pattern.
First, sales for the planning period must be 
budgeted. To arrive at an estimate, retailers are advised 
to weigh a number of factors:
1. Fast figures;
2. Recent month9s performance;
3* Business conditions, such as general 
activity, employment, and price levels;
4* Style factors;
5. Growth of the various departments and 
the total store;
*!• H. Van Voorhis, C. L. Dunn, and Frits A. 
McCameren, Using Accounting in Business. College of Busi­
ness Administration, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, I960, p. 159.
o7Duncan, op. clt.. p. 365.
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6. Time needed for delivery of merchandise;
7. Competitive situation;
£. Individual department probleas;
9. Seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in 
sales;
10. Plans for special promotions in the total 
store and in its individual departments.10
As can be seen readily from the multiplicity of
factors, sales planning is a complicated task by Itself.
Since a thorough analysis of these Important factors
mould require more time than the average retailer has
available, he resorts to certain subjective guides. The
primary rule of planning is expressed in the following
statement by the Merchandise Managers* Division of the
National Retail Dry Goods Association:
It has boon clearly demonstrated that there 
is quite often more net profit in just plan­
ning and mooting last year*s figures than 
there is in planning a good increase and then 
having to force sales (through markdowns and 
excessive promotional expenditures) in order to realise the plans.11
The sales estimate, as well as the other estimates in
the merchandise budget, is made usually for a period of
six months. According to Professor Irving Goldenthal,
"Planning six months ahead is far enough— and even such
plans should be reviewed once or twice a month in order
10Pearce C. Kelley and Morris B. Brisco, Retailing. 
Third edition, Prentlce-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 1957, 
p. 329.
^Merchandise Managers* Division, op. clt.. p. 34.
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12to cheek actual performance with the plan.” In reality 
many retailers do better than this. As the planned 
season approaches, they divide the season estimates Into 
monthly estimates. From month to month, as the conditions 
change under which the original budget was prepared, 
monthly sales estimates may change significantly.
The next major element of the merchandise budget 
to be planned Is the dollar value of stocks by months. 
Specifically, retailers plan a beglnnlng-of-the-month 
stock to correspond with their budgeted sales. At the 
heart of this decision Is a desired rate of stockturn for 
the season. Considered at a point In time, the static 
counterpart of desired stockturn Is the planned stock* 
sales ratio. For each month In the season, the retailer 
establishes a desired relationship between beginning in* 
ventory and sales. Among the several sources of Infor* 
mat ion available to the retailer In setting his departmental 
stock-sales ratios are the following: trade association
publications, past averages published by Federal Reserve 
banks for various lines of trade, and the Survey of Current 
Business. Just as In sales estimation, then, past
1 Irving Goldenthal, low £o Plan Stocks. Sales. and^gpen-to-Buv. Chilton Company, Philadelphia, I95B,
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performance becomes the key aid In the planning of monthly 
dollar stocks.
After sales, stocks, and reductions have been 
planned for each month, purchases can be planned with a 
simple formula: planned purchases - planned sales +
planned reductions + planned end-of-month stock - planned 
beglnnlng-of-month stock. A deblt-and-credlt arrangement 
of hypothetical retail figures will serve to illustrate 
the computation:
Have Meed
Planned B.O.M. $18,000 $15,000 Planned E.O.M. stock
stock 7,000 Planned sales
Open-to-buy 5.000 1.000 Planned reductions
(to balance) ijjjOoo U j ôoo
Thus, the store is open-to-buy $5,000 during the period 
under consideration. Such a computation assumes that the 
merchandise will be received In the month for which plans 
are being made.
Both dollar and unit control are necessary for 
stock balance. That Is, "stocks can be kept balanced
only through a control of purchases since stocks arm
13merely the consequence of merchandise orders.* Dollar 
planning forms the framework in which unit planning takes 
place. Similarly, merchandise units are controlled with
^^Merchandise Managers* Division, op. eit., p. 23.
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baste or Model stock lists, while purchases of these 
units are Halted through dollar control.
To summarise and integrate the possible approaches 
to dollar and unit control, Figure 2 should be helpful as 
a schematic illustration of aerchandlse planning and con­
trol. At the first level, total store sales are planned. 
Then, these sales are divided aoong the store*s various 
departaents. Further division takes place when It is 
possible also to plan and control the dollar stocks for 
individual classifications within each departaent. With 
price-line control at the fourth level, dollar and unit 
control aerge; for when a certain dollar value Is planned 
for each price line, the nuaber of units in the price line 
is automatically determined. When staple lteas are in­
volved, the fourth level is often ooitted. Hence, unit 
stocks are planned in line with classification dollar 
lloits. Further control is facilitated when sixes, 
colors, and styles are also considered for specific aer­
chandlse units.
Merchandise Management in the W. T. Grant Company
W. T. Grant Company, founded in 1906 as a small 
store In Lynn, Massachusetts, has a history of steady 
growth. It now has over 1,000 stores located in forty-six
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states with a sales volume over $500 Million in 1962*
The Company has made a profit eaeh year— through four 
depressions and two world wars*
Grant stores stock a wide variety of popular* 
priced merchandise. A representative list would include 
the followings men’s, women’s, and children’s wearing 
apparel, housewares, hardware, garden supplies, toilet 
goods, jewelry, leather goods, books, stationery, and 
toys. Although the Company*s operating results are 
listed îlth those of stores in the variety store class, 
Grant executives prefer to think of the Company as a 
junior department store chain. This preference originated 
with the Company’s founder, William T. Grant, whose stated 
purpose was the establishment of a store to fill the gap 
between the "typical dime store" and large department 
stores. For the purpose of administration, the Company 
is divided Into five regions; the stores within each 
region are grouped into several districts headed by dis- 
trlct managers. Foraal lines of authority, then, are 
from store to district to region to Hew Tork Office.
This type of organisation appears typical for large chain 
store organisations.
Unit Control in the Grant Store
For those departments not covered by automatic 
sales-replenishment plans through the use of the Company’s
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several computers, unit control still Is performed with 
the use of checking lists for staple or semi-staple^ 
items. Checking lists are similar to the basic stock 
lists discussed in the previous section of this chapter. 
That is, a checking list is Merely a list of items which 
the Company belleras should be in stock at all times, 
for stock balance, of course, some lteas are aore iaper- 
tant than others. To recognise this, point values froa 
one through ten are assigned to individual items. The 
asslgnaents are aade in the Mew York Office and are based 
on each item's relative laportanoe to the department's 
total sales activity. At least once a aonth, stock is 
counted and orders are placed. The rate of sales froa 
one aonth to the next is determined by adding receipts to 
the previous stock count and subtracting the new stock 
count. This rate is the bench nark for placing orders. 
Where special sales, advertising, or promotional aarkdowns 
are planned for the ltea, the departaent manager uses 
subjective Judgment in Increasing the purchase quantity 
to provide for proper coverage.
^Seal-staple items are those which, according 
to the Company, have predictable demand for a period of 
six months through the accumulation of indlvldual-ltea 
data.
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Where Merchandise characteristics (for example, 
slse, price, and/or color) are important, the checking 
list is organised to facilitate counting and recording 
of stock units according to these characteristics. Point 
▼alues are also assigned to the characteristics; hence, a 
fire-cent chocolate bar would be assigned more points 
than one priced at ten cents* Likewise, a medlum-slsed 
men's white dress shirt would hare a higher point value 
than either a small or large slse.
Once each aonth, after the department manager has 
counted her department's stock, she computes a percentage- 
in-stock figure as follows: total point values of items
In stock divided by total possible points for the depart­
ment. These figures are used by the store manager, along 
with the department's sales performance, to judge the 
department manager's efficiency, as well as to evaluate 
the current stock status of the department. Similarly, 
when the percentage check is computed for the total store, 
the figures become one of the factors used in judging the 
store manager's performance.
At least one weakness should be noted in the 
Grant Company unit control system: one hundred units of
a certain item receive no more or less credit in the per­
centage check each month than one unit, in spite of the
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need to consider opportunity costs and reserve—stock pro­
tection for Irregular fluctuations In sales* So the 
actual amounts of each Item to he carried as a basic 
stock are largely determined, If at all, by the depart­
ment or store manager. Because of the multiplicity of 
stock-keeping units— from 15,000 to 20,000 In the average 
Grant store— ^  such judgments, although aided by quanti­
tative unit-control records, are often substantially 
modified by intuition* Of course, the purchase of these 
units Is limited by open-to-buy dollar control; how the 
Grant Company plans these dollar limits is the subject of 
this division*s next section.
Qpen-to-Buv Dollar Control
As most retailers, the Grant Company begins its 
seasonal planning and estimating with a six-month period. 
The Master Sales and Inventory Guide is the broad plan 
prepared in the New York Office for all stores for this 
purpose; the Company*s Merchandise Vice President and the 
Controller co-operate in this endeavor. For each depart­
ment, the Master Guide shows the relationship of one 
month*s sales to another and the desired relationship of 
each month*s beginning inventory to that month*s sales.
^-5p*rsonal letter from Mr. C. F. Clark, Distri­
bution Merchandise Controller, W. T. Grant Company, December IS, 1962.
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These figures are prepared for the whole range of probable 
six-month total sales in each department. Past stock* 
sales ratios, furnished by the Federal Reserve System and 
published by the National Retail Merchants Association, 
form the basis used by the Company in planning for balance 
between beginning inventories and sales. Once the past 
ratios are available and sales are planned, an Initial 
figure for each month's stock Is automatically determined; 
but there are still modifications to be made. The chief 
New York buyer for each department, in conjunction with 
the Merchandise Tice President, considers the effects of 
calendar changes and scheduled promotions on sales and 
stocks. 3toeks may be peaked several days or several 
weeks ahead of scheduled promotions; the length of time 
is the buyer's decision. In fashion lines, the buyer may 
want to peak stocks in the first months of the season.
At least a month before the beginning of the 
spring and fall periods, each store manager receives a 
copy of the Master Guide for the coming period. It Is 
then his responsibility to draw from the store's files 
the past sales, Inventory, and markdown records. Coupling 
the quantitative data with his knowledge of current busi­
ness conditions, store trends, and his own merchandise and 
sales promotion plans, the store manager arrives at an 
estimate for total store sales for the period. Next,
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through a similar process, ha must dirlde this total 
salas figure among the store*s various departments in 
order to establish the season*s departmental totals. 
Departmental sales are usually forecasted for the coming 
season at the value obtained In the corresponding season 
of the previous year. Where an Increase for the store as 
a whole has been predicted, however, the store manager 
must distribute this increase among departments with the 
strongest growth potential. Similarly, a department 
showing a steady downward trend may have its sales planned 
at less than last year's figures.
The Master Sales and Inventory Guide Is nothing 
more than a general plan which predicts the general direc­
tion of the store and its departments for the next six 
months. As explained earlier, it shows a long-range view 
of the beginning Inventory for each month that Is required, 
on the average, to obtain a certain sales level selected 
by the store manager. As the store progresses into the 
period and more definite trends appear, however, revision 
of the six-month plan is necessary in order to develop 
data on which to make Immediate buying decisions. The 
basic period for making these decisions is the month; and 
the Monthly Budget of Sales and Inventories, shown as
Sxhlblt 1 on page 36, Is used by the store manager In his 
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One of the store manager's ultimate goals in the 
preparation of this and other predictive reports is the 
determination of what his planned retail purchases will 
be. To this end, the Monthly Budget calls for estimates 
directly relevant to the open-to-buy computation.
As before, the store manager's estimates for this 
year rest primarily on the store's performance in the 
previous year. Therefore, the departmental sales trend 
is presented as an estimating aid In column 1. For the 
three months covered in the Monthly Budget, the store 
manager's estimates of sales are entered In the "Store 
Estimate" column and preceded by figures for the same 
month in the previous year. The figures for March indi­
cate how loosely the trend data are applied in the esti­
mating process* For example, total store sales have been 
decreasing at the rate of IS per cent. Tet the store 
manager, in planning store sales of $14,050 for this year 
versus #12,559 for last year, has estimated an increase 
of 11.9 per cent. If local conditions warrant such opti­
mism and the planned sales are achieved, the store 
manager's stocks based on these plans will be in dollar 
balance with sales. On the other hand, if expectations 
are not fulfilled, the store will become overstocked; and 
the manager's future retail purchases will be limited 
until the planned stock-sales balance is achieved.
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Once sales hare been planned for the three-month 
period, the planned ending Inventory for the second month 
(the beginning Inrentory for the third aonth as shown In 
column 12) as suae s primary significance. The ending in­
ventory Is estlaated with the aid of the Master Guide and 
Is subject to approval and/or revision by the Regional 
Office. Its importance is evident when the basic open-to- 
buy formula is recalled: open-to-buy * planned sales + 
planned ending Inventory - beginning Inventory. With 
planned sales given, then, the higher the planned ending 
Inventory, the higher will be the store manager*s open- 
to-buy allowance for the two-aonth period.
An example with actual figures will Illustrate 
both the necessary calculations and the elements of control 
In the merchandise-budgeting process. For Departaent 3, 
Domestics, and Departaent 27, Draperies, the following 
figures are given In the Monthly Budget for two-aonth 
needs:
Dept. 3 Dept. 27Approved ending inventory,
April #4,260 #3,640
Estimated sales, March 900 900
Estimated sales, April 900 1.400
#6,060 #6,140
From the perpetual book inventory maintained in dollars 
at retail for each departaent, the merchandise currently 
available to fulfill departmental needs (the beginning
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inventory) is #3,127 for Department 3 and #5,537 for 
Departaent 27* Subtracting what Is aTallable from what 
is needed in the respective departaents produces the 
following figures on gross needs:
Since these gross figures are for the sixty-day, March- 
April period, they require further modification before 
they can be used in planning March purchases only. So, 
to deterwine what portion of sixty-day gross needs should 
be ordered before the end of March, percentages are devel­
oped in the New York Office which represent the usual 
degree of fashion in each departaent*s merchandise assort­
ment. That is, the higher the fashion element, the more 
the buyer will want to peak stocks early in the sixty-day 
period through the use of high percentages. Tor Depart­
aent 3 the factor is 77 per cent; for Departaent 27, it 
is 76 per cent. Multiplying these factors by the respec­
tive sixty-day gross needs produces the following net 
needs for March:
Since some merchandise is already on order for delivery 











needs. Therefore, Its dollar Talus is subtracted from 
planned March purchases to arrive at the final open-to- 
buy amount:
Dent. 3 Dent. 27
Planned purchases $2,25$ $ 456
Merchandise on order 805 1.073
$1,453 ♦ (615)
For Departaent 3, orders are allowed up to a Halt of 
♦1,453* As orders are placed, they will be charged 
against this figure for control purposes. Departaent 27* 
however, has ^615 aore aerchandlse than It needs to aeet 
planned sales and planned ending inventory figures. To 
determine the composition of this overstock and, hence, 
to take action to correct It requires a careful exami­
nation of unit control records, since an excessive inven­
tory investment In items which do not sell will reduce 
the amount available for the reorder of faster selling 
Items. Likewise, a departaent with an abnormally high 
open-to-buy may be losing sales because of frequent out- 
of-stock days.
Store managers and executives agree that dollar 
control is indispensable in the planning and controlling 
of dollar inventory investment. At the same time, how­
ever, they emphasise the need for carefully maintained 
unit records In decisions to purchase individual items. 
From a control-of-lnvestaent point of view, Grant Company
u
management takes as its task the maintenance of adequate 
unit supplies within open-to-buy limits.
Punched-card Equipment as & First Step 
toward Mochanl sation
Haring discussed some fundamentals of merchandise 
control, as well as haring illustrated their application 
in the V. T. Grant Company's manual system, this research 
now proceeds to explore some early-stage applications of 
punched-card equipment to the general merchandise-control 
problem. The work of both Joske's of San Antonio, Texas, 
and Veiaan^Marcus of Dallas, Texas, is discussed la an 
effort to present some empirical erldence on how retailers 
hare reacted to the arailabillty of punched-card equipment.
Joake's of Texas
Print-punch Unit Control for Fashion Lines. Allied
Stores Corporation, the departaent store operating and
holding company which owns Joske's of Texas, has dereloped
a three-phase program for the mechanisation of merchandise
planning and control. In the words of Mr. J. C. Moell,
Allied's Corporate Controller:
We know that personnel hare to be trained 
to use the new techniques; not only trained,
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bat such training vast be on an evolutionary 
basis rather than revolutionary.
The first and second phases of Allied*s program utilise 
punched-card equipment, while the third phase requires 
an electronic computer. Briefly, dally sales reporting 
of unit activity is the main concern of phase one. In 
the second phase, data on receipts are added to the In­
formation produced in phase one. Finally, phase three 
is concerned with the production of selective reports 
which are designed to adhere to the principle of manage­
ment by exception.
Joske*s, prior to the installation of punched- 
card equipment, used regular price tickets in conjunction 
with unit control records for fashion-merohandise manage­
ment. That is, sales were posted by hand from accumulated 
price tickets to the buyers* black books. Since the black 
books also Include data on the amount of merchandise 
received in stock, it is a simple operation to determine
what remains at a point in time and, hence, the unit
17sales over a given time Interval. These data are main­
tained by price lines within departmental classifications.
^Aj. C. Moell, "Allied and Electronics," Talk for 
Managing Directors* Meeting, Hollywood, Florida, Febru­ary 7, 1962, p. 6.
17Cf. perpetual unit control systems, Chapter II,
p. 22.
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For example, in one Joske's departaent, Moderate Priced 
Dresses, there are fire classifications: one-piece street
dresses, street costume dresses, one-piece evening dresses, 
evening costuae dresses, and foraals. Price lines in the 
departaent range froa a low of $19-95 to a high of $39-95- 
Therefore, the black book for Moderate Priced Dresses in­
cludes unit sales by price line within each of these 
classifications.
Joake*s, now in phase one of Allied*s long-range 
prograa, is beginning to neehanlse the previous all-annual 
systea through the use of Dennison prlnt-puneh tickets and 
IBM punched-card equipaent. Actually, prlnt-punch tickets 
are used In both punched-card &nd coaputer systeas for 
aany of the applications now in force throughout the re­
tailing industry. According to International Business
Machines, the Dennison Punched Price Ticket is designed
IBto serve two basic purposes. First, it fulfills all 
the normal functions of a price ticket by giving the cus­
tomer information on the price and slse of the ltea 
involved. Second, it contains information, in the fora 
of punched holes, which enables the ticket Itself to be 
used as a fora of source recording.
Corporation, Data Processing Division, White Plains, Vow York, p. 3-
u
When ready-to-wear items (for example, dresses, 
suits, and eoats) are received In the marking room, the 
necessary number of print-punch tickets is prepared. The 
tickets, available with from two to six identical stubs, 
can be punched with data management deems Important for 
merchandise control. Since the originally punched data 
place a limit on the amount of Information ultimately 
available to buyers and merchandise managers, careful 
steps were taken to integrate the needs of management 
with the development of the system.
Consequently, in line with the fundamentals of 
merchandise control discussed earlier in this chapter, 
the following information is punched, with the use of 
codes, Into the Dennison ticket: department, class,
style, price, color, and the week the merchandise is re­
ceived. As the salesperson later sells the item, she 
detaches the print-punch ticket. At the end of each day, 
the tickets are forwarded to the data processing depart­
ment and converted to punched cards with an IBM Ticket 
19Converter. These punched cards are then used to produce 
the Dally Sales Report, an example of which is included 
as Exhibit 2 on page 45* The report is a breakdown of
^^The conversion from ticket to card is accom­plished at the rate of 6,000 cards per hour.

EXHIBIT 2 
DAILY SALES REPORT, JOSKE’S OF TEXAS
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information originally punched in the Dennison tickets at 
the time the merchandise was marked. The buyer who re* 
celves the Dally Sales Report is interested not only in 
the fact that a unit of a certain style, color, or slse 
was sold; but also she is concerned with the dollar sales 
by price line within her department's various classifi­
cations. Hence, the last column on the report provides 
Information on price-line sales contributions within 
classifications. At this point, basic dollar control 
information and unit control Information merge.
Additional important information is Included on 
the Daily Sales Report. Figures included in the credit 
column call the buyer's attention to merchandise returns 
so that she may take appropriate action to determine the 
reasons for the returns. Further, a comparison of several 
days* reports may indicate a trend of dissatisfaction with 
certain styles or manufacturers. Also included on the 
report are codes to indicate the sale of merchandise at 
marked-down prices.
Although the report Itself is interesting and im­
portant, how it is Integrated with the rest of the mer- 
ohandise-control system for fashions is even more 
important. For from a control point of view, sales 
Information is worth little to the buyer without infor­
mation on what is currently in stock. Herein lie both
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the Main advantage and tha Main disadvantage of tha 
system. Information on dally salaa is produced tha day 
following tha raporting day, a ona- to two-day improve- 
■ant over tha previous ay at an. This halps buyers idantify 
items with particularly good demand. On-hand information 
for thaaa sane itana, however, la not available any sooner 
than it was under tha previous blaek-beek systen. That 
Is, unit sales oust still be posted nanually Into tha 
buyers9 black books where sales can be conpared with re­
ceipts data in tha determination of whan and how much to 
order.
Branch-store Beolenlshwant. Tha rapid expansion
of one-unit stores to nulti-unit operations has created
■any problems for department store merchandise managers.
Buyers, having worked in downtown stores for a number of
years, find the merchandising of other noncontiguous
20units a difficult task. Particularly at Joske9s, the 
opening of the company9s first branch store in southeast 
3an Antonio9s Las Palmas shopping center was accompanied 
by many unforeseen problems. Specifically, downtown 
buyers began to send all slow-selling, damaged, and
*°How Maison Blanche, New Orleans, Louisiana, has moved toward a solution to this problem with a 
computer is discussed in Chapter IT.
returned Merchandise ("dogs* in the vernacular of re­
tailing) to the branch-store location. A Manual system 
Mas developed to solve the problem. Since buyers were 
charged with the maintenance and supervision of the 
system, it failed in its effort to force buyers to furnish 
the branch store with the same quality of merchandise 
available in the downtown location. Therefore, the 
punched-card system discussed below was introduced. 
Although created with the same pattern as the manual 
system, the punched-card system produced superior results. 
According to Joske's management, mechanically produced 
reports seem to have inherent in them a sense of finality 
and urgency as regards the desired action which they 
indicate.
The system now in use begins with a six-month 
Merchandise Assortment Plan— a model stock for depart­
mental classifications showing the items which should be 
in stock in the branch store at all times. The unit 
requirement for each item consists of two parts: the
absolute minimum that should be on hand plus the rate of 
sale during the delivery period. These unit requirements 
are developed by the branch store merchandise manager in 
consultation with downtown-store buyers. Estimates of 
unit requirements, originally based on downtown sales
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history, hare been found inaccurate In many eases; mer­
chandise managers are discovering differences in demand 
between downtown and suburban locations* Consequently, 
after over a year of experience with the system, unit 
requirements are still undergoing frequent change. 
Management, however, has increased the number of in-stock 
days on most items, even though the unit requirements 
largely are set subjectively.
Once the Merchandise Assortment Plan is developed, 
the operation of the system is relatively simple* Counts 
are made, and discrepancies between the unit requirements 
and on-hand amounts are recorded whenever there is a 
deficiency in the branch store. For faster-selling items 
or items contributing significant amounts to departmental 
sales, counts are made more frequently than for slow- 
selling items. The list of discrepancies fdmishes source 
data for the Stock Discrepancy Report* The report, once 
printed and distributed to downtown buyers, becomes a 
definite order for the items with low stocks in the branch 
store. When the merchandise needed, as indicated on the 
report, is not shipped, the buyer must supply an explana­
tion on the report.
Although an increase in in-stock days may be con­
ceived of as a logical desire for Joske's management, 
there is a possibility that the branch store will become
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overstockod in certain Items. Hence, it would sees logi­
cal that soae provision be made for deviations from unit 
requirement* in the plus direction. With these data 
available, buyers would be in a position not only to ship 
merchandise from the downtown store to the branch, but 
also to draw on excessive branch stocks for downtown needs.
Classification Reporting at the Polnt-of-3ale in 
g  Basement-store Operation. The accuracy of print-punch 
unit control necessarily rests upon the degree to which 
salespeople collect the Dennison tickets from the items 
involved. According to one retailer, anything less than 
ninety per cent reliability in the accumulation of print-
punch tickets can destroy the usefulness of any system
21using print-punch tickets as a source document. Or, as 
a representative of Rational Cash Register Company pointed 
out:
In the development of all systems for the 
purpose of providing useable management 
reports, it is well to remember that a good 
system is dependable on a reliable audit 
trail which in turn is based on the correct­
ness of the original entry.«
^Personal conversation with Mr. Fred Simmons, 
D. H. Holmes Company, Limited, January 30, 1963.
22persosal letter from Mr. C. H. Velsgerber, 
Special Representative, Electronics Division, Rational 
Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio, lovenber 20, 1962.
Hence, where It Is impractical to ettaeh print-punch 
tickets to merchandise for the purpose of developing 
unit-control data on merchandise characteristics, do11ar- 
eontrol information may be developed as a guide to mer­
chandise management. Such is the case in Joske's Price 
Mart, a basement-store operation organised on a seml- 
self-service, check-out basis. All merchandise is on 
open display for self selection, although sales asslstanee 
is available if desired. Also, the merchandise stocked in 
the basement is priced lower than merchandise in other 
parts of the store. Since the basement's main appeal is 
founded on merchandise prices, the operation particularly 
lends Itself to control by price lines within classifi­
cations.
National Cash Register's Sales-Tronlc Is used in 
conjunction with IBM punched-card equipment for control of 
the basement's merchandise. The Sales—Tronic, through 
producing information on punched paper tape, was the first 
point-of-sale recorder developed. As an item is sold, the
classification and price are entered as they would be on
23a regular cash register. At the end of each day, the 
punched paper tape is converted to cards and reports are
M * .  many as a thousand classifications may be used with the Sales-Tronlc model Joske's has adopted.
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produced showing the following within each classification 
the nmber of units sold In each price line, with an 
extension showing the total contribution of each price 
line to the classification's sales* According to the 
Price Mart's Merchandise Manager, such Information is 
crucial in balancing sales with stocks in this non- 
departaentallsed operation*
At the end of each season, or at any other time 
on a buyer's request, the data-processlng departaent will 
prepare a Buying Plan Work Sheet, shown here as Exhibit 3 
on page 53* The work sheet contains essentially the saae 
Information as that produced on daily reports, but in 
suamary form* With total unit sales shown by month for 
various price lines, buyers are armed with a powerful aid 
when they aake buying trips in the early part of each 
season. With information at hand on this one form, 
Initial commitments may be made with different manufac­
turers for as much as one half of the season's needs on 
the first trip to market; further, the merchandise may be 
scheduled for reeeipt at different times during the 
season*
lelman-Marctts? An larly-stage Stock Status Report
The work of Xeimaa-Mareus, a large Texas depart­
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here because of the comparative rigor with which the 
control ofistaple stocks was approached* Actually, the 
system developed parallels very closely the "maxima* 
system for reorder open-to-buy" as discussed by Mr. Joseph
pLFriedlander.^ Under this system, "maximum" stock in­
cludes the following:
1* Sales for the time which will elapse until 
the next reorder is placed (RP);
2. Sales for the time which will elapse between 
placement of that next reorder and arrival 
of the goods at the selling counter (DP);
3* The reserve necessary to cover normal fluc­
tuations of actual sales above the estimated 
quantity for RP + DP.
Although the system adopted by Nelman-Mareus does not 
Include the precise enumeration of these various compo­
nents of the maviwrie stock, the buyers whom the writer 
interviewed indicated that they had given consideration 
to the factors involved. Actually, the buyers estimated 
maximum stock strictly on the basis of past data and then 
added a subjectively determined number of units to de­
crease the probability of depleting stocks before reorders 
could arrive. The system is used only for the cosmetics 
department and is Meiman-Karcus’ sole effort to apply 
punched-card equipment to merchandise control.
2 4 j o s e p h  s. Friedlander, "The fMaximum* System 
for Reorder Open-to-Buy,• Mew Tork Retailer. June 1962, 
p. 6. Cf. Chapter T of this research far a more extensive 
discussion of this and another probability model.
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All statistics on receipts and sales are Main­
tained on punched cards. Periodically, a stock status 
report is produced giving the buyer a reorder quantity 
for each item in basic stock; Exhibit k» pege 56, is an 
example. The reorder quantity (Q) nay be expressed 
simply as follows: basic stock - merchandise available,
where merchandise available ~ old on hand (fron the previ­
ous report) + receipts + merchandise on order - sales 
(issues). Under the present system, no particular con­
sideration is given to ordering costs or storage costs; 
further, any desire to maintain some predetermined return 
on merchandise Investment can be discerned only from 
management's desire to Increase stockturn.
Nelman-Marcus is currently installing an IBM 1401 
Card System. Nr. Norman Bramley, Executive Vice President 
of the company, believes that the computer will offer 
much in the way of improved merchandising statistics.2^
At present, however, efforts with the computer will 
consist of conversion from the punched-card system.
Mr. Bramley is particularly interested in the application 
of more scientific methods to merchandise management. In 
this connection, the company is working closely with the
^ P e r s o n a l  conversation with Nr. Norman Bramley, 
Executive Vice President, Nelman-Marcus, Dallas, Texas. December 30, 1962.
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accounting firm of Touche, Ross, Bailey, and Smart on the 
future of combining currently available statistical 
Methods with the computational capacity of the IBM 1401.
One firm, D. H. Holmes, Limited, that has already 
installed an IBM 1401 system Is the subject of the fol­
lowing chapter. Since Holmes* applications thus far have 
been an extension of previous manual and punched-card 
methods, an investigation of the store*s progress with 
Its computer Is based necessarily on the fundamentals of 
merchandise control developed In this chapter. Further, 
only by studying current reactions to the adoption of 
high-speed computers, as reflected In actual applications, 
can Insights be gained on electronic data processing*s 
potential In retailing.
CHAPTER III
MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT AT D. H. HOLMES COMPANY, LIMITED
As ons of the first retailers to Install a com­
puter, D. H. Holmes Company, headquartered In New Orleans, 
Louisiana, provides useful information on the general 
approach of pioneer retailers in the establishment of 
electronic data processing systems. A study of the Com­
pany* s achievements with its IBM 14-01, as well as its 
mistakes, should aid In an initial understanding of elec­
tronic data processing*s potential in retail merchandise 
control. Therefore, the first division of this chapter 
is devoted to the decision to install a computer. In­
cluded here is management's computer philosophy, as well 
as a brief explanation of the equipment now in use.
The chapter's second division presents Holmes* 
formal merchandising structure; emphasis is placed on 
the need for an information-generating system in this 
multi-unit operation. The merehandlse-management reports, 
as they form a basic part of this system, are analysed in 
the next division. Finally, in the last division of the 






D. H. Holmes Company, Limited, a multi-unit 
department store established In 1842, owns stores In both 
New Orleans and Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In New Orleans 
the Company operates one store in a downtown location and 
another In a shopping center. In Baton Rouge both of the 
Company's stores are located In suburban shopping centers.
From 1952 to 1962, Holmes' sales grew 48 per cent,
1from $21 million to $32 million. During the same period 
of time, earnings fluctuated irregularly. The earnings 
trend, as reflected In the following data, is currently 





Several external developments over which management had 
little control are cited as possible explanations for the 
downward trend In earnings: social unrest In several
southern states, generally poor business conditions, and 
a large Increase in retail facilities. The earnings de­
cline and Increased competition in the Company's trade
-̂D. H. Holmes Company, Limited, Annual Reoort. July 28, 1962, p. 2.
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areas art forcing management to give Increased attention 
to the Internal control of both operations and merchandise.
Managements Computer Philosophy
A Logical Progression. D. H. Holmes* progression 
to a computer system followed the usual pattern of tran­
sition from manual to mechanical, and from mechanical to 
electronic, methods. Three factors affected the equip­
ment and system gradually adopted by the Company. First, 
the availability of equipment which would suit the solu­
tion of Holmes* data processing problems was a natural 
technological limitation. Second, the evolution of the 
system as it exists today depended on the speed with 
which management and the store*s employees could adjust 
to changes brought about by mechanisation. Finally, each 
step in the process of mechanisation could be taken only 
when feasibility studies Indicated that the particular 
step was economically justified.
In line with these limitations, then, management 
decided to test punched-card equipment In the mid-1950*s. 
The equipment was purchased mostly for use In accounts 
receivable and accounts payable. Later, when the IBM 
Bamac 305 computer became available, It was considered 
and adopted by the Company. This computer was especially 
applicable to the solution of the Company*s accounting
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problems. Featuring a randomly accessible storage unit 
of large capacity, the Ramac 305 was designed for use In 
solving business-type problems Involving relatively high 
amounts of Input and output with relatively little compu­
tation In the computer*s arithmetic section.
A Cost-reduction Objective. Over the years during 
which computers have been available to retailers, there 
appear to be three basic approaches which have been used 
to justify the adoption of EDP equipment:
1. Install a computer to reduce costs.
2. Install a computer to be used as a 
management tool, but pay for It first 
through cost reductions.
3. Install a computer to be used strictly 
as a management tool.2
In Its original efforts, Holmes attempted almost exclusively 
to reduce costs with the Ramac 305. The computer was 
treated by management as a method for keeping accounting 
records rather than as an aid to managerial decision­
making. It was In this light, then, that conversion from 
the punched-card system to the Ramac 305 took place.
Holmes, with more accounts than all New Orleans banks 
combined, deemed the area of accounting a logical place 
to reduce costs with the computer. Further, with the
^Renry F. Sherwood, "Taking the Mystery Out of 
Electronic Data Processing." Journal of Retailing.
Vol. 37, No. 4 (Vinter, 1961-l$S5j7 p“ lF.
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great degree of logic needed in computer programming, the 
relative rigor with which the manual accounting system 
had been established made it easier to apply to the com­
puter. The possibility of using the Ramac 305 for mer­
chandise control was barely considered at the time trial 
programs were being written. At most, the production of 
merchandlse-management information was considered to be 
a secondary function of the computer.
Later, when a faster and more efficient system 
appeared with the Introduction of the IBM 1401 Tape 
System, management attitudes had changed somewhat from 
their status at the time the Ramac 305 was installed. 
Several years of Increased, rather than decreased, costs 
led a concerned management to decide that a computer 
cannot be Justified for Holmes as a pure accounting tool.
Recent work in the area of merchandise information 
is the practical result of this belief. Or, as the execu­
tive of one retail firm explains:
Ho matter how ouch EDP may reduce costs or 
facilitate bookkeeping, its greatest oppor­
tunity lies in supplying sales and stock 
data which, when predigested, can lead to 
more efficient and profitable conduct of the buying and selling function.3
3"Department Stores Urged on Wider EDP Appli­
cation,* Women* a Daily. September 6 , 1962, p. 6 .
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This qualitative statement Is given quantitative signifi­
cance by a look at some representative accounting costs 
for department stores. Tor example, in 1959 the total 
for the entire control and accounting expense center, 
including accounts receivable, represented 1.55 per cent 
of sales.^ Most equipment manufacturers find it hard to 
surpass present manual systems as far as cost is concerned 
for obtaining Identical information and results.^ In most 
stores, systems and procedures in the accounting area 
have been carefully analysed, exception techniques worked 
out, and, as a result, it is difficult to gain any sub­
stantial savings through the use of EDP equipment.
Considering both the accounting and the 
merchandlse-control applications, Mr. Hugh C. McEvans, 
Holmes' President and General Manager, comments: "The
benefits of this system are now becoming apparent as the 
programming and test period Is practically past, and we 
should continue to get benefits over both the short and 
the long term.*^
^Malcolm P. McNair, Operating Results of Depart­
ment and Specialty Stores In"1959. 'Harvard Business School Division of Research, I960, p. 13.
5'Ethel Langtry, T O P  in the Retail Industry,* 
Systems and Procedures. Vol. 11, No. 1 (February, I960), 
p. 31*
6Annual Report, loc. cit.
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The IBM 1401 Tape System
D. H. Holmes* electronic data processing system, 
as it has evolved over several years of experimentation 
and practical experience, includes the following pieces 
of equipment:
1. One IBM 1401 Processing Unit
2. One IBM 1402 Card Read-Punch
3. Four IBM 729 Magnetic Tape Units
4* One IBM 1403 Printer
5. Twenty-six Card Punches
The system's total value is approximated at slightly under 
$1 million. Rather than lease the equipment, as seems to
be the usual practice in retailing, Holmes' management
decided to purchase all components of the system.
Developed with a purpose similar to the IBM Ramac 
305, the IBM 1401 is especially suited to the solution 
of data-processlng problems involving large amounts of 
input and output with relatively little processing.
Two major advantages have resulted from replacing 
the IBM Ramac 305 with the IBM 1401. First, data may be 
processed and manipulated faster with the latter. And 
although Mr. Joseph Creighton, chief system analyst for 
Frederick Atkins, Inc., concedes "that computer technology 
has out-distanced retail management's ability to utilise
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7the advances,* Holmes* local management feels that the 
Increased speed of the IBM 1401 has added much to the 
objective of getting information requisite to decision- 
making into the hands of management at the earliest 
possible time.
A second major advantage of the 1401 is contained 
in the magnetic* tape used for off-line storage. These 
tapes can be processed much faster than punched cards and 
can contain much more data in a smaller space. Their 
existence as a part of the system actually provides 
storage capacity limited mainly by management*s ingenuity 
in discovering problems amenable to computer solution. 
Systems utilising magnetic tape are particularly useful 
in retailing where massive files are necessary.
Even though Holmes* data-processlng problems are 
large, the IBM 1401 has considerable idle time. To aid 
in paying for the system, then, Holmes rents time to other 
businesses In the New Orleans area. Anomalously, another 
department store processes Its accounts receivable and 
merehandlse-centrol reports on the Holmes system. Even 
with this help in paying for the computer, the Company*s 
system director feels that a computer still may be
?**EDP Too Costly? Expert Says No Store Is Too 
Small to Use It,** Women*a Wear Daily. September 20, 1962,p. 10.
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marginal for use by Holmes. To examine the current status 
of Holmes* electronic data-processlng system, as well as 
to see what changes may Improve the computer*s profita­
bility, the following pages discuss Holmes* merchandising 
structure and the major merchandlse-control applications 
currently on the computer.
Merchandising Organisation Structure
Decision Levels
An Investigation of Holmes* formal organization 
structure for merchandising Is necessary to form a frame­
work in which the Informational function of various 
management reports may be considered. Since Information 
must be developed and funneled to relevant decision­
making levels in the organization, an understanding of 
the functions performed at these levels will aid in 
judging the efficacy of the total system.
Decision levels concerned with the buying and 
selling of merchandise are portrayed in the partial 
organization chart shown as Figure 3. Where routine 
operations are the case, rather than a great number of 
exceptions, the Board of Directors Is concerned primarily 
with the statements of profit and loss and Interim balance 
sheets. Information of a more detailed nature, however,
Is available to the President; for he must participate In
67
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the broad planning of total sales and total stock as they 
are aggregated from the store's several divisions.
At the next level, the General Merchandise Manager 
also concentrates on dollar*»control Information. His 
primary concern is with dollar figures at the division 
and department levels. Those directly subordinate to him 
In the formal organisation, his nine division managers, 
also need these data to plan and control the course of 
various departments under their purview. They are con­
cerned further with unit-control records. And although 
the extensive nature of unlt-control reports being pro­
duced prohibits their intensive study by division merchan­
dise managers, these men are continuously sampling 
unlt-control records to discover exceptional conditions.
At the buyer-department manager level, only 
unlt-control records are available. Because of the multi­
plicity of Items in each department, buyers are charged 
necessarily with great responsibility. Beyond their 
buying responsibilities, they also supervise the sales 
force In the downtown New Orleans store.
Liaison in the Multi-Unit Operation
Buyers in the downtown Mew Orleans store merchan­
dise their respective departments both In New Orleans and 
Baton Rouge. Although a complete solution to the problems
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Inherent in this duty has not been found, the approach 
taken is Interesting for the purposes of this research 
because of its dependence on the existence of an 
information-generating system, whether Manual or compu- 
terlsed.
Specifically, Holmes* branch stores have area 
Managers who supervise a series of departaents within a 
division. At the local level, they are largely sales 
managers engaged in personnel supervision. As far as 
the total organisation is concerned, however, these area 
managers provide liaison between local store managers 
and New Orleans buyers. An explanation of how computer- 
preduced reports aid in this liaison and in the solution 
of other merchandising problems is the subject of this 
chapter*s next division.
Merchandise Management Reports
The IBM 1401 Tape System has been adapted both to 
the unit control of ready-to-wear departaents and to the 
dollar control of all departaents. This division*s 
purpose is to provide a summary of aerchandlse-aanageaent 
reports produced In both of these areas. Analysis, as 
it serves as an aid to the discovery of needed improve­
ments, is included with the explanation of each report.
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Dally Pnit Sales Report
Presentation. The Dally Unit Sales Report is a 
traditional application of electronic data processing to 
retail merchandise control— a first application for almost 
every retailer who stocks fashion-affected ready-to-wear 
goods. The report*s almost universal layout Includes a 
day’s sales in a department classified by stores and 
relevant merchandise characteristics. Hence, as shown 
in the sample report included as Exhibit 5, merchandise 
is characterised for reporting purposes by department and 
vendor. Organisation in this way aids fast reordering 
from the same manufacturer of items with good sales poten­
tial.
Once department and vendor have dictated the 
primary listing of items on the report, the remaining 
part of the "line item" Is devoted to further relevant 
information on the individual items. Specifically, the 
departmental classification Is given along with the style 
number and price of the Item. Further, to aid the buyers 
in determining popular sises and colors, Information Is 
given In code on these merchandise characteristics. This 
is particularly helpful where consumer preferences differ 
as regards these factors from one branch to the next. In 
the case of Holmes, where the branches not only are 
located in different shopping centers but also are split
it1
EXHIBIT 5
DAILY UNIT SALES REPORT, D. H. HOLMES COMPANY
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between cities with different population characteristics, 
information in this detail especially is necessary for 
action by the chief buyers in the downtown New Orleans 
store. Further aid is given buyers in the form of age- 
of-stock information on each line. How long items have 
been in the department*s inventory is important in timing 
liquidation efforts.
Since the Daily Unit Sales Report depends upon 
Kimball Punched Price Tickets as a source document, it is 
selective to some extent. That is, only items in which 
there is sales activity on a particular day are included 
in the report. Tickets are identified according to the 
store to which merchandise was originally delivered, and 
this makes possible a listing on the report of sales 
activity by store. Print-puneh tickets are collected 
from the New Orleans stores at 4:00 p.m. each day; from 
the Baton Rouge stores, cut-off time for the report is 
3:00 p.m. to allow adequate time for transportation to 
the processing center In the downtown New Orleans store. 
The report is prepared each evening for presentation to 
buyers the following morning.
Analysis. When first introduced at Holmes, and 
at other retail establishments, fast enumeration via a 
computer of the unit sales of all ready-to-wear items in
a department was heralded as a "revolutionary* development 
in retailing. According to one management consultant, 
the purpose of using electronic data processing to produce 
such reports is *to gain a few days or hours of time to
gbe able to re-buy best sellers.* Such an objective seems 
logical for fashionable ready-to-wear goods where fast 
detection of popular styles is necessary for profitable 
operations. Experience with such reporting, however, has 
revealed several problems; and these problems exist not 
only with Holmes* system of daily ready-to—wear reporting, 
but also with the majority of similar applications in other 
department stores.
First, and probably most basic, is the need for 
buyers to review the reports as soon as they are received. 
If as much as a day elapses before the reports are 
analysed, the computer*s advantage of speed over punched- 
card or manual systems is lost. Second, in Holmes* 
system, ready-to-wear buyers still maintain black books. 
Each morning when the Dally Unit Sales Report is received, 
quantities sold on the previous day are posted to black 
books where they can be evaluated alongside on-hand quan­
tities. This procedure in itself compares unfavorably
^Personal letter from Mr. John T. Padley, A. T 
Kearney & Company, Management Consultants, November 6,
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with the previous all-manual system; for In that system, 
buyers, by accumulating and posting sales stubs, achieved 
the same objective. Now, with the IBM 1401, there are 
two systems Instead of one.
A second problem Is the preponderance of "ones" on 
the Dally Unit Sales Report. Consequently, only when a 
number greater than one appears Is the buyer alerted to 
special reorder needs. Further, the extent of the com­
puter's mathematical manipulations Is limited to a sub­
traction of one from the on-hand quantity for each item 
sold.
While detailed information on merchandise charac­
teristics is needed for ordering decisions, much criticism 
has been leveled against con^mter systems which produce
masses of data every day for buyers in "raw, indigestible 
9form." The Director of the Retail Research Institute
summarised these criticisms when she said:
We grind out long cumbersome reports of every 
Item sold or returned each day by color, size, 
style, manufacturer. . . . These reports 
literally containing thousands of individual 
Items are then turned over to buyers who must 
review all of this data before making a single 
decision. . . .  It Is fairly obvious that a well-trained buyer can determine what Is 
selling or not selling by a quick look at her
^Women's Wear Dally. March 23, 1961, p. 3.
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stock rather than by poring oyer long tabu­
lated lists of numbers.
One should not be surprised, according to the Director, 
to find many buyers neglecting the voluminous reports; 
for "the computer has the ability to print reports faster 
than they can be absorbed and analyzed by management.”^  
The answer to these criticisms regarding the 
massive nature of daily ready-to-wear reports appears to 
lie in exception reporting of some type. As other re­
tailers are studied in the remainder of this research, 
an examination of their efforts in this direction should 
prove helpful.
Weekly Unit Sales Report
The Weekly Unit Sales Report, presented to buyers 
every Saturday for the week ending the preceding Thursday, 
contains much of the same information as the Daily Unit 
Sales Report. Unit sales are given by department, classi­
fication, manufacturer, and style for each Holmes store. 
Summarising the status of the department's total Inventory, 
the report includes ready-to-wear items in which there
10Ethel Langtry, "Electronic Data Processing and 
It3 Potential for Retailing.” Computers and Automation.Vol. 10, Ho. $ (August, 1961),“p. 5 1 . --------------------
^Personal letter from Mr. Jay Mettler, Boos,
Allen Sc Hamilton, Inc., Management Consultants, November 23, 1962.
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was sales activity during the week, as well as those whose 
activity was nil. Such a presentation gives the buyer an 
opportunity to review total department buying and pro­
motional needs with a broader perspective than dally 
reports permit. Since sales data are accumulated over a 
period of one week, certain items with particularly 
strong demand begin to emerge. Enough time has elapsed 
so that all sales figures appearing for particular styles 
are not "ones.* Further, since sixes and colors (pre­
sented originally on daily reports) are eliminated from 
the report classification scheme, the actual styles which 
are gaining acceptance appear with more clarity to the 
buyer reviewing the week’s activity.
Perhaps the most important feature of the Weekly 
Unit Sales Report is its inclusion of on-hand inforaation 
for all styles. In addition to sales for the week, sales 
to date for each item are included. Since a code is 
provided on the report for the first week each style is 
received in stock, the buyer can discover rates of sale 
and plan reorders accordingly. Potential overstocks and 
understocks appear through the relation between recent 
sales activity and current on-hand figures.
Departmental Class and Price Report
The third and final unit-control report at Holmes 
emphasises a different aspect of merchandise movement
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from the previously discussed two. Both the dally and 
weekly reports of sales In units are designed to aid In 
Immediate buying and promotional decisions where styles, 
colors, and sizes bear Importantly on the action taken. 
The Departmental Class and Price Report, however, sum­
marizes monthly sales by price lines within each depart­
mental classification. For ready-to-wear departmental 
classifications such as sweaters, skirts, and blouses, 
therefore, monthly and seasonal statistics are available 
for use in planning dollar breakdowns of initial stocks 
for the corresponding periods in subsequent years. 
Further, as far as the current period Is concerned, a 
comparison of on-hand figures by price lines with monthly 
and season-to-date sales provides a continuing check on 
dollar stock balance within each classification of ready- 
to-wear merchandise.
The Departmental Class and Price Report format is 
used also for a summary of monthly and season-to-date 
sales of merchandise which is reduced In price from its 
regular retail. These data are presented on separate 
reports for two reasons. First, when merchandise Is 
marked down, the markdown prices chosen may conflict with 
lower price lines used for regular retails. Hence, 
unless prlnt-punch tickets are clipped (or designated in
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some other way) for markdowns, on-hand and sales figures 
for different types of merchandise may become confused; 
under these conditions, the usefulness of management 
reports prepared from these source documents would be 
destroyed. Second, a separate reporting of sales and 
stocks of marked-down goods serves to highlight Improve­
ments and action needed In this troublesome area of buying 
mistakes.
Daily Sales Report
Presentation. The Dally Sales Report Is presented 
to division merchandise managers every operating day for 
the preceding day’s sales activity. The current year’s 
sales are compared with the preceding year’s sales for 
every department In each of the Company’s four stores.
The percentage change for the day and period to date are 
computed and presented by departments. Division merchan­
dise managers, responsible for guiding the over-all per­
formance of departments under their control, are given 
these figures mainly as an aid to the discovery of erratic 
fluctuations in sales on either the plus or minus side. 
They admit, however, that calendar changes from one year 
to the next quite often reduce the report's meaningfulness.
Analysis. Production of the Daily Sales Report 
with the IBM 1401 system appears to have added little to
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Its usefulness as a management aid. The same data are 
provided with the use of the computer as were provided 
with a completely manual system. None of the division 
merchandise managers whom the writer interviewed believed 
that the reporting of these particular data had been im­
proved with the computer.
Weekly Merchandise Report
Presentation. The Weekly Merchandise Report is 
the summary management aid corresponding to the Dally 
Sales Report. That is, sales for each department in the 
current year are compared with sales in the preceding 
year by week, month to date, and season to date. Since 
retail management’s almost universal goal is "beating 
last year’s figures," Holmes’ executives from the 
President down believe that this report is a necessary 
adjunct to control. From a nanagerial-control point of 
view, the report provides little help in Itself. Only 
when it is used in conjunction with the Plans-Inventory- 
Open to Buy Report, explained in this division’s next 
section, does the Weekly Merchandise Report gain special 
significance.
Markdowns, however, are an area in which the report 
does have independent meaning; for, in addition to sales- 
volume comparisons, markdowns are computed as a per cent
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of sales and presented along with planned markdown per­
centages. A comparison of these figures by division 
merchandise managers offers definite Insights into buyer- 
department manager merchandising performance. Further 
insights can be gained from this report on the over-all
positions of departments as regards their potential
12profitability. The maintained markup In each department 
is computed and shown along with the departments planned 
maintained markup percentage. Since the latter is deter­
mined intuitively to allow for profitable departmental 
operations, a comparison of the two proves to be a useful 
control device.
Analysis. Although the information presented in 
the Weekly Merchandise Report aids Holmes' management in 
its over-all control of operations, identical information 
was prepared with the manual system prior to the instal­
lation of the IBM lifOl. Indeed, thus far the computer 
has added nothing discernible to this particular reporting 
function; in fact, preparation time has increased. Just 
as in the manual system, the reporting period ends on
■^Maintained markup is the difference between 
cost of goods sold and net sales. The difference between 
gross and net sales consists primarily of markdowns, em­
ployee discounts, and shortages. Cf. William R. Davidson 
and Paul L. Brown, Is tailing Management. Second Edition, The Ronald Press CompanyVffew Tort, I960, p. 381.
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Saturday. Unlike the manual system, however, in which 
the report was presented the following Wednesday, the 
Weekly Merchandise Report as prepared on the computer is 
not ready until the Thursday following the cut-off day.
Plans-Inventorv-Open to Buy
Presentation. As a beginning, the Plans-Inventory- 
Open to Buy report includes the basic data required for 
the open-to-buy computation; specifically, open-to-buy * 
planned sales + planned ending inventory - beginning 
inventory. While initial planning is done by monthly 
periods, this report is produced weekly. Therefore, it 
is possible for the report to show what portion of sales 
and Inventory needs remain after each week's performance. 
Further, actual weekly performance can be used to modify 
original monthly open-to-buy plans. Whenever actual 
sales exceed planned sales, a re-computation of open-to- 
buy at the end of the week will reflect this Increase. 
Likewise, actual sales that do not fulfill expectations 
result in open-to-buy decreases.
Analysis. Although a thorough knowledge of the 
relationship between actual performance and planned per­
formance is an acknowledged prerequisite to managerial 
control, the relationship became an explicit part of 
Holmes' merchandise-control system via the application
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of open-to-buy computations to the IBM 1401 system. With 
the manual system, open-to-buy was computed every month; 
weekly adjustments, when they were made, usually were 
estimates. And as subjective estimates, they sometimes 
were wrong. Therefore, the use of the computer for weekly 
comparisons of actual with planned figures and, further, 
for modifications of the plan, appears to have added some 
quantitative rigor to this phase of dollar control.
Although the Plans-Inventory-Open to Buy report 
is an improvement over the manual system, one must wonder 
why the computations are made only by stores rather than 
by departments within the stores. In actuality, each 
store manager is left with this planning task before in­
structions can be given to buyers. 3ince the computer 
can handle such detail easily, the store manager’s time 
in distributing total store open-to-buy to individual 
departments should be reduced materially if initial com­
putations are made on the computer.
Implications of the Analysis
The Choice of Fashion Control
Unit-control applications of Holmes* IBM 1401 
system have been limited to fashion merchandise. Because 
of its high speed, the use of the computer in this area 
of rapidly changing fashions seems logical. In fact,
6 3
because the merchandise is "highly fashionable, extremely 
seasonal, and highly promotional," an executive of a 
large department store chain says, "There would seem to 
be little point in going beyond mechanized sales listings 
with this category of merchandise."^ This statement 
lends some support to Holmes* general approach in the 
area of fashion merchandise; however, one suggestion for 
Improvement will be made in this division*s next section.
In the area of staple merchandise, no new methods 
of merchandise control have been adopted in conjunction 
with the IBM 1401 installation. Indeed, there is no 
centrally developed unit-control system In use in Holmes* 
staple-merchandlse departments. Each buyer-department 
manager in these merchandise classifications must devise 
his own methods for maintaining records on merchandise 
movement. Consequently, in many cases, staple stocks are 
ordered solely on the basis of visual control. Management 
admits a need for more sophisticated methods of control 
over staple stocks; however, progress in this direction 
is slow.
Since D. H. Holmes, as many other retailers, has 
concentrated on fashion merchandise in its computer
•^"Sears Studies Full Application of Computer to 
Staple Lines," Women*s Wear Daily. September 12, 1961, 
p. 7.
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applications and neglected staple lines thus far, it
seess appropriate to cite the implied recommendation of
a large consulting firm:
Our experience Indicates that the advantages 
of applying electronic processing methods to 
the control of staple merchandise lines may 
be much greater than for fashion lines alone.
The combined unit volume of staple lines In 
most retail companies is usually much larger 
than that of fashions. . .
Some advances that can be made In the control of staple
stocks with the aid of a computer will become apparent
as Malson Blanche*s approach to the problem is discussed
in Chapter IV.
A Need for Exception Reporting
A review of Holmes* conversion from a manual to a 
punched-card system, and from a punched-card to a computer 
system, offers some Interesting insights into the 
merchandlse-control applications now in effect with the 
IBM 1401 Tape System. Regardless of the technological 
Innovations introduced to aid merchandise management at 
Holmes, the basic system has remained unchanged. With 
the all-manual, black-book system, buyers posted sales 
of ready-to-wear Items; with the punched-card system,
^Personal letter from Mr. Richard L. Lies,
Cresap, McCormick and Paget, Management Consultants, December 19, 1962.
daily reports were produced on electric accounting 
machines; with the I EM 1401, a high-speed central proc­
essing unit updates records and produces daily reports. 
Lengthy unit sales reports are the result in each case.
One should e3q>ect management to utilise the same 
fundamental concepts of merchandise control regardless 
of the equipment employed. At the same time, howerer, 
one should also expect the utilization of these concepts 
to improve with the advent of electronic computers which 
are capable of making repetitive decisions upon being 
properly programmed. The suggestion here is that the 
computer's ability to detect the presence or absence of 
previously established conditions be used in a system of 
exception reporting. Through the establishment of 
standards, the buyer would receive dally listings of 
particularly fast or slow sellers rather than daily 
listings of every item sold.
In the area of exception reporting for fashions, 
as well as staple merchandise control, other retailers 
have surpassed D. H. Holmes in the development of elec­
tronic data-processlng systems. One of these retailers, 
Raison Blanche Company, is the subject of the next chapter.
CHAPTER IV
MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT AT MAISON BLANCHE COMPANT
To discover Mai son Blanche Company's approach to 
the adoption of an electronic data processing system is 
the purpose of this chapter. Consequently, the first 
division concentrates on the Company's installation of a 
computer primarily as an aid to decision-making. Subse­
quent divisions Illustrate the Company's progress toward 
this use of the computer by explaining and relating 
merchandlse-management reports which are currently being 
produced. Finally, the last division of the chapter sum­
marises the major advances made by Maison Blanche and 
Indicates some Implications for the future.
Background Information
The Pattern of Transition
Maison Blanche Company operates four full-line 
department stores and three budget stores in New Orleans, 
Louisiana. Even though the Company has diversified in 
location to suburban areas, its main unit still is located 
in downtown New Orleans.
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Maison Blanche is a subsidiary of City Stores 
Corporation, a department store operating and holding 
company. As a part of this department store chain, the 
Company*s local management receives much assistance from 
the parent organisation in the areas of operating policy 
and merchandise Information. Generally, however, Maison 
Blanche*s management exhibits a great degree of autonomy 
in the Company’s local operations.
Since the Company’s earnings are reported In the 
parent organization’s aggregate earnings, no specific 
information is available to the general public on its 
operating results. The only quantitative guide to the 
Company’s size is the fact that its annual earnings are 
reported to the National Retail Merchants Association 
in the $20 million-to-$50 million class.
Maison Blanche's first step toward mechanisation 
of its merchandise-control system was taken in 1956 with 
the adoption of IBM punched-card equipment. The equipment 
was used in the preparation of daily ready-to-wear reports. 
Late in I960, an IBM 650 computer was installed primarily 
to aid in the merchandising phase of the Company's 
operations. Only secondarily did management consider 
using the computer in accounts receivable or other ac­
counting applications. After a year of experimentation 
with the IBM 650, the decision to install an IBM 1401
SB
Tape System was made in September, 1961, much for the 
same reasons that D. H. Holmes Company replaced Its Ramac 
305 with the IBM 1401.1
A Merchandise-control Approach
From the time Maison Blanche first considered 
the installation of a computer, management's thoughts 
centered on its use as an aid to decision making rather 
than as a faster method for maintaining accounting records. 
The Company, in viewing average annual office costs of 
1.55 per cent of net sales, decided that the merchan­
dising area held greater potential for computer appli­
cations than office activities. As other retailers who 
followed similar lines of reasoning In placing merchan­
dise control ahead of accounting applications for computer 
time, Maison Blanche specified three problem areas in 
which Improvement potential exists: markdowns, out-of-
stocks, and inventory carrying costs. The former two are 
related directly to buyer efficiency In predicting con­
sumer demand, while the latter depends upon the level of 
Inventory Investment required to meet this demand. Most 
Important for present purposes, decisions In all three
areas rest on the accumulation and dissemination of mer­
chandise statistics.
^Cf. Chapter III, p. 64
Under the assumption that Maison Blanche*s annual 
sales are $35 million (the mid-point of its reporting 
class), a few calculations serve to illustrate the magni­
tude of the profit-improvement potential. First, with 
markdowns at an average annual rate of 6 per cent of net 
sales, the cost to Maison Blanche would be $2.1 million. 
Estimates in the second area of potential, out-of-stocks, 
are difficult to obtain; but the consensus of opinion
2places the cost at a minimum of 4 per cent of net sales. 
For Maison Blanche the dollar amount would be $1.4 million. 
Third, at management's estimated Inventory carrying costs 
of 1.5 per cent, the potential in this area is $525,000.
The three areas in total represent an estimated cost to 
the Company of $4,025,000 annually. With a narrow profit 
margin, any Improvement in these areas would represent a 
significant gain. From the Company*s point of view, a 
10 per cent improvement would add over $400,000 to annual 
profits.
Whether the IBM 1401 can fulfill Its potential as 
seen by Maison Blanche in these figures remains to be 
determined. Merchandise management believes, however,
^Clarke R. Newlln, Jr., "Computer Applications 
for Retail Department Stores," Proceed^p m  of the 6th 
Annual Hlg-3peed Computer Conference. L.S.?T Tress,
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that a concentrated effort toward improving the usefulness 
of merchandise statistics with the aid of electronic data 
processing will prove profitable.
Bases for Merchandise Control
Merchandise-control methods at Maison Blanche, as 
well as the reports associated with them, can be classi­
fied conveniently according to the nature of the infor­
mation furnished to buyers. In each case, as the reports 
are discussed in the remaining divisions of this chapter, 
it would seem appropriate to recall that they are produced 
only as managerial guides. In no Instance has program 
planning reached the stage in which the computer makes 
decisions previously made by buyers. Further, although 
there necessarily are similarities between Maison 
Blanche*s system and others, there also are differences 
which Indicate special efforts on the part of management 
to supply needed information in a readily useable form, 
in line with limitations inherent in the mechanics of 
reporting sales and preparing computer input.
The first basis for control discussed below con­
centrates on the buyer*s need for information on ready- 
to-wear styles and merchandise characteristics. Maison 
Blanche*s somewhat individualistic approach to this need 
receives special emphasis. The second type of control
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rests on merchandise prices for groups of similar items 
outside the ready-to-wear domain; it may be referred to 
as classification price line unit control. Where prices 
are not considered as significant In buying decisions, 
as in the third group, classification dollar control is 
the primary method. Finally, where continuous year-to- 
year records are needed for staple merchandise, the 
Company has adopted a staple-1tern unit control system 
which permits "semi-automatic* reordering on individual 
Items. This method is discussed separately as the fourth 
basis for control.
Ready-to-wear Reporting 
for Styles and Merchandise Characteristics
The general pattern of mechanised sales listings 
for ready-to-wear reporting was developed in the preceding 
chapter on the D. H. Holmes system. Consequently, empha­
sis here is on Improvements over the traditional approach 
to reporting unit sales of style merchandise dally.
In the Maison Blanche system, 98 per cent of the 
stores* ready-to-wear items are controlled with the aid 
of computer-produced reports. Most i^ortantly, the 
application of the IBM 1401 to the control of these Items 
has meant the elimination of the all-manual black-book 
system used previously. At the time various computer
4i
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applications were Initiated, classes were held for buyers 
on the use of reports. Later, after the operation of 
duplicate systems for several months, buyers* black books 
were discontinued. Hence, manual accumulation and posting 
of sales and inventory figures to unit stock ledgers and 
to class and price line records has been eliminated for 
all departments under electronic data processing.^
Beat Seller Report
Maison Blanche*s initial approach to ready-to- 
wear unit control Included a daily listing of all active 
styles as Its key tool. Several disadvantages, however, 
appeared with this approach. The length of the reports 
frustrated buyers, and the short reporting period reduced 
the value of the report as an aid to the discovery of 
outstanding styles. Since the primary function of the 
report generally is to provide Information on potential 
good sellers, merchandise management reasoned that it 
could be performed better through selective reporting on 
new items* The Best Seller Report, prepared twice weekly, 
Is the result of this line of reasoning.
^The sequence in which the reports In this divi­
sion are discussed was developed originally by IBM. Cf. 
General Information Manual. IBM 1401 Tape System for 
Accounts Receivable and Merchandise Management atHaison 
Blanche. InternationalBusiness Machines Corporation,19oz, pp. 20-23.
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Shortly after a new style Is received, a buyer 
oust determine Its potential, as well as the potential 
of the general vendor line of which It Is a part. The 
critical period at Maison Blanche for these decisions was 
placed at three weeks. Hence, the Best Seller Report 
provides the data required for a follow-up of new styles 
during the first three weeks that they are on the selling 
floor. In addition, buyers may specify other particu- 
larly good styles for short-term continuance on the 
report.
The data appearing on the report (shown as 
Exhibit 6) are similar to those included on most unit 
sales listings. Specifically, the selling price and 
manufacturer of each style within a departmental classi­
fication determine the pattern In which sales data are 
presented. The differences between this frequent report 
and those prepared by other retailers are significant.
For in addition to sales for each of the Company's four 
stores, the quantity on hand at each location at the end 
of the three-day reporting period is given. The Company's 
Director of Research and Control emphasises that unless 
both stock and sales data appear on the same report, the
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basic premise of stock balance through merchandise control 
is violated.
Sales and stock data are reported by individual 
styles. No size data appear on the Best Seller Report, 
however, for a separate report is prepared monthly on 
this merchandise characteristic. Further, as regards the 
color characteristic, the breakdown on the report is 
limited to the number of pieces of each color received 
by style, as well as the sales to date for each color.
A color-determined classification of sales and on-hand 
figures for the individual stores is not Included in the 
reporting plan. The Director of Research and Control 
believes that such detail would confuse buyers more than 
it would help them.
In summary, the philosophy of new-ltem ready-to- 
wear reporting can be seen best in management's efforts 
to simplify the many details Inherent In needed merchan­
dise characteristics. The reduction in the frequency of 
report preparation, the removal of the slse characteristic 
to a separate report, and the summarisation of color data 
all serve to Increase the buyers' propensity to analyse 
the reports carefully.
^Personal conversation with Mr. Hans G. Kuttner, 
Director of Research and Control, Maison Blanche Company, 
New Orleans, Louisiana, January 28, 1963.
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Weekly Ready Report
The Status Report, prepared every Friday, Is the 
computer application which made possible the elimination 
of manually maintained black books. When the weekly 
reports are kept In sequence over time, they provide a 
perpetual Inventory for Individual merchandise styles.
The accuracy of this inventory, of course, depends upon 
the submittal of print-punch tickets for sales and 
returns.
The report proper includes the original date of 
receipt (year and week) for each style. Sales for the 
current week are given along with weekly ending-inventory 
figures for each store location, as well as for the 
Company as a whole. 31nce the Status Report Is used as 
a perpetual inventory, all of a ready-to-wear department's 
Items, regardless of sales activity, are Included. Be­
cause of its completeness, then, the report can be used 
by buyers in a continuous control of the adequacy of each 
item's inventory as compared with its sales.
Readv-to-wear Class Price Line Report
Classification price line reporting for ready-to- 
wear merchandise is concerned logically with the dollar 
balancing of sales and inventories by prices rather than 
by styles. Maison Blanche's unique approach to this
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universal problem reveals special insights Into merchan­
dise management's Information needs* For In addition to 
the traditional listing by price line of monthly unit 
sales and end-of-month Inventories, the report provides 
several useful percentages to buyers. A comparison of 
these percentages aids ordering and stock-dlstrlbutlon 
decisions.
The most useful of the percentages aids buyers In 
judging the distribution of the total number of units In 
a classification among Maison Blanche's four locations.
For example, as regards one month's performance at the 
tfestside location, the store contributed 10 per cent to 
Company unit sales In the classification with an ending 
inventory of 13 per cent of the classification's total 
units. The results in the Gentilly Woods location, as 
shown by similarly computed percentages, were relatively 
better than tfestside*s; for the Gentilly Woods store con­
tributed 18 per cent to unit sales with only 15 per cent 
of the inventory.
Bach percentage on the report is based on numbers 
of units rather than on dollar values. There Is some 
support for an extension of the analysis to Include dollar 
values; for, under the current system, the addition of 




These percentages, while helpful, do not provide 
an ultimate answer to the control problem. They only 
suggest a general course of action. On-hand information 
for different styles from the Status Report must be 
merged with information on overstocked and understocked 
positions indicated on the Class Price Line Report before 
merchandise can be shifted among stores or buying plans 
can be affected. The decisions remain largely subjective, 
although they are aided greatly by the availability of 
quantitative data.
Aging Report
As discussed earlier, because of frequent changes 
in styles, fast reorders are made possible with the aid 
of the Best Seller Report. Once a style has been in the 
store for more than four weeks, however, there develops a 
special need to watch its age. For not only do unpopular 
styles unnecessarily tie up working capital, but also 
they detract from the Company*s desired image as a re­
tailer of "crisp, new merchandise." The Aging Report, 
produced monthly for all items in stock over one month, 
is designed to aid buyers in these problem areas; a sample 
copy of the report is included here as Kxhibit 7.
In addition to the usual data on department, 
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following also are listed: the original price of the
merchandise, the week the initial shipment was received, 
and the quantity received. Since the report supplies 
sales for the current month and, individually, for the 
three preceding months, each style*s sales trend is high­
lighted. The consistency of the trend may be seen by
buyers from the week in which the last sale was made, 
also shown on the report. To specify further the length 
of time the style has been a part of the Company*s inven­
tory, the on-hand figures are classified according to 






With the multitude of styles on which the age and rate of 
sale must be discovered in order to time markdowns cor­
rectly, the Aging Report has proved invaluable according 
to Company buyers.
31se Report
Each purchase order for a ready-to-wear style 
must specify the number of items needed in each slse. To 
aid in this decision, a Slse Report Is produced monthly. 
The report shows for each of the four stores, as well as 
for the total, the number of ready-to-wear items sold in
each slse. Then, to make these raw numbers meaningful, 
the percentage each slse contributed to individual-store 
sales is computed. Since significant variations inevi­
tably exist between the Company's four stores as regards 
slse preferences, the Slse Report helps buyers to prevent 
errors in the ordering breakdowns for the Company as a 
whole, as well as in the distribution of merchandise to 
the four stores when It is received.
Semi-annual Manufacturers Report
The semi-annual computer analysis of markdowns 
classified by manufacturers is original, as far as the 
writer can determine, with Malson Blanche. The report 
shows by department the amount for which each manufac­
turer's merchandise actually sold, the original retail 
value of the merchandise, and the net markdown. These 
data are helpful for two reasons. First, buyers can 
discover manufacturers whose over-all style development 
is not In line with fashion trends, as reflected In the 
need to markdown merchandise. Second, buyers, In the 
market place on future buying trips, can negotiate for 
■arkdown allowances at the time original commitments are 
made. The cost of the report Is estimated at between 
$700 and $d00 and is considered by management well worth 
the expenditure.
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Class Price Line Unit Control
A part of Malson Blanche1s progression In the 
application of the IBM 1401 to merchandise control In­
cludes the preparation of a Class Price Line Report as 
the primary control aid in relevant merchandise classi­
fications. Under this approach, basic control information 
is provided not by style, as in the ready-to-wear depart­
ments, but by classification and price line for the 
handbag, underwear, and sleepwear departments.
The principal control guide is a weekly report 
showing unit sales and on-hand figures for each of the 
four stores by price lines within departmental classi­
fications. Except for a monthly summary of these data 
organised much as ready-to-wear class price line infor­
mation, this weekly report is the only computer*>produced 
aid buyers receive. Hence, purchases are made from vendor 
lines of merchandise with this broad guide to demand 
rather than with information on specific items. According 
to handbag, underwear, and sleepwear buyers, the changing 
nature of their departments1 merchandise makes price-line 




In the Malson Blanche IBM 1401 system, buyers in 
some departments receive only Information of a dollar* 
control nature. Such Is the case in the following depart* 
ments: stationery, cameras, slacks, sport coats, menvs
furnishings, and men's sportswear. The doliar-control 
reports prepared for classifications within these depart­
ments contain typical information for each of the four 
stores: net sales for the week, net sales month to date,
net sales year to date, and ending inventory. Because 
these are dollar values, they provide little aid in 
indlvldual-item purchasing decisions. Instead, their 
value lies in their use in computing classification open- 
to-buy amounts, as well as in judging dollar stock balance 
within departments. And in these areas, their value is 
enhanced through the computer computation of contribution 
percentages for each classification to departmental 
totals.
A New Application— Semi-automatic Reordering
In the application of electronic data processing 
to retail merchandise control, staple items traditionally 
have been neglected. There appear to be two explanations 
for this neglect. First, print-punch tickets, widely
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used as source documents for ready-to-wear Items, are 
bulky when attached to many staple items. Second, with 
processing speed the major selling point used by computer 
manufacturers in approaching retailers, the area of 
fashion merchandise seemed to be a logical place to begin 
computer applications. Particularly at Malson Blanche, 
the control of many staple items has been aided through 
the years with the use of an elaborate manual unlt-control 
system. For other staple items, however, there existed 
an unfulfilled need to provide information frequently on 
inventories and sales at each store location.
Two Objectives
The IBM 1401 system was applied to selected staple 
items for two specific reasons. First, the demand for 
these items requires that they be in stock in all store 
locations at all times. Second, the importance of staple 
items to Company profit requires that they be purchased 
before promotional merchandise. Therefore, the system 
was designed to counteract the inclination of buyers to 
prefer promotional merchandise over everyday staples. To 
increase the number of in-stock days and to assure the 
precedence of staple items over promotional goods, the 
Director of Research and Control earmarks the necessary 
portion of each department*s monthly open-to-buy for the
I
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purchase of these items and places the orders personally. 
A few of the Important Items controlled under the new 
computer-aided system are listed below:
Reordering Procedures
The computer aids the Director of Research and 
Control by maintaining a perpetual inventory of the 
selected items. In the majority of cases heretofore, 
staple items were controlled through the use of a periodic 
stock-count system. Consequently, buyers received rate- 
of-sale information only when counts were made. With the 
computer system, however, information can be made 
available at more frequent intervals. Under the present 
system, for example, a weekly report is produced showing 
sales for the week, the month to date, and the year to 
date. These sales data are provided for each store along 
with the store's on-hand quantity, as shown in Exhibit 8.
Sales and stock data are produced to aid merchan­








^Formulations of this type appear to be common In 
staple-ltem control. A more refined approach is discussed in Chapter 7.
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EXHIBIT 8
STAPLE-ITEM SALES-STOCK REPORT, MAISON BLANCHE COMPANY
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supply, as opposed to other alternatives, appears to offer 
a reasonable amount of protection against out-of-stocks 
without creating too large an Inventory. For Items which 
are reordered weekly, therefore, the formula Is as follows: 
reorder quantity - (weekly sales x £) - on-order quantity. 
Similarly, when reorders are placed every two weeks: 
reorder quantity « (two-week sales x 4) - on-order quan­
tity. In each case, the most recent sales activity Is 
taken to be representative of future activity; and stocks 
are planned accordingly.
Results of the Mew System
While the system as currently developed lacks 
mathematical precision, Its results are impressive. Both 
the Increase in its scope of application and the available 
stockturn data serve to Illustrate Its effects on the 
control of staple merchandise.
Original experiments with the method covered 50 
Items. With a definite potential for the approach re­
vealed by these tests, the number was increased until the 
total now Is 1,000 items with an approximate inventory 
valuation of $100,000 at retail. A six-month test on 
these 1,000 items Indicates results far above expectations. 
While sales on the items remained approximately the same, 
average merchandise investment decreased 40 per cent.
10$
Consequently, stockturn, which averaged 3*6 times on an 
annual basis before the computer application, Increased 
to 6 times per year. At the same time, the Increase In 
In-stock days for these Items to a current level of 90 
per cent offers further evidence of Improvement.
The attainment of the Company's two initial objec­
tives has been aided thus far with the new system* First, 
the Increase in in-stock days has taken place while In­
ventory Investment decreased. Second, the decrease In 
inventory Investment has freed working capital from staple 
items for use In other merchandising endeavors. Because 
of this record of improvement, Increases in the staple 
items controlled via the computer should bring the aggre­
gate value to |750,000 by the end of 1963.
A scientific cause-and-effect analysis of these 
results, however, proves difficult. For at the same time 
that the computer was applied to the control of selected 
staple items, the Director of Research and Control re­
placed departmental buyers in making purchasing decisions. 
Whether his close attention to the task or the involvement 
of the IBM 1401 accounts for the results is a matter of 
conjecture.
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Implications of the Analysis
Both fashion and staple control at Maison Blanche 
with the aid of a computer represent extensions of previ­
ous manual and punched-card methods. Therefore, these 
computerised systems contain many of the strengths and 
weaknesses of prior systems.
The intuitive nature of fashion-merchandising 
decisions generally leads to the production of raw data 
for buyer use. Malson Blanche management recognised, 
however, that logical planning in the light of information 
needs would aid greatly buyers' Interpretations of these 
data. Hence, reports in ready-to-wear departments are 
selective in nature. For example, a separate report 
gathers information on the sales activity of new items. 
Other reports are designed to emphasise individually 
certain important characteristics of over-all stocks and 
sales. Emphasis is extended through the computation of 
percentages which aid in the comparison of raw data.
In the computer-aided control of staple items, 
Maison Blanche has taken important steps. The recognition 
of a basic need for closer control over significant 
staples resulted in frequent reporting via the computer. 
The continuous accumulation of information on staple
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stocks, a prerequisite to the application of more sophis­
ticated methods, Is now being planned for selected Items.
Higher management appears to realise that elec­
tronic data processing offers opportunities for more 
refined methods of merchandise control. Executives empha­
sise y however, that five to ten years will elapse before 
computer applications can approach full potential at 
Malson Blanche.
The coupling of scientlflc-inventory-management 
techniques with the computational and memory capacities 
of the computer should aid progress. Several retailers, 
either because of the merchandise lines they carry or the 
geographical nature of their operations, are experimenting 
with applications more sophisticated than D. H. Holmes’ 
or Maison Blanche’s. Especially in the area of staple- 
item control can current enthusiasm be found. Therefore, 
Chapter V explores significant advances by selected re­
tailers in both fashion and staple control; and, in 
addition, it provides a basic approach to the control of 
staple items through the use of probability theory.
CHAPTER V
EDP POTENTIAL WITH EMPHASIS ON ADVANCED METHODS
AND APPLICATIONS
Having discussed some representative punched-card 
and computer systems of merchandise control, this research 
now turns its attention to some relatively advanced appli­
cations of electronic data processing to merchandise 
management.
Woodward and Lothrop’s system of exception re­
porting is discussed first. Next, the effects of techno­
logical developments on applications are emphasized 
through an examination of two retailers’ experimenting 
with polnt-of-sale recorders. Beyond the purely techno­
logical aspects, the type of retailer attempting to use 
electronic data processing in merchandise control influ­
ences the direction of applications. That this is true 
Is shown by a brief review of the progress of three mail­
order houses, two chain stores, and one supermarket. 
Finally, In the last section of the chapter, the joint 
use of scientific inventory management and electronic 
data processing is shown to offer particular advantages 
to the retailer.
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Exception Reporting at Woodward and Lothrop
Woodward and Lothrop, Incorporated, a large de­
partment store with seven locations In the Washington,
D. C., a^a, Is recognised as the leader in the appli­
cation of the management-by-exception principle to retail 
applications of electronic data processing equipment.
The company is working with the advanced system research 
department of IBM in an effort to answer two commonly 
voiced objections to traditional ready-to-wear appli­
cations. The first, emphasized earlier in this research 
through the D. H. Holmes analysis, Is that with the aid 
of computers, "buyers now have more information than they 
can use, but not the proper data in the most easily usable 
f o r m . T h e  second objection deals with the basic pattern 
merchandise-control applications have followed for years. 
Critics say that most "unit control" systems do not 
satisfy the requirements of rigorous systems of control. 
Although most unit-control systems provide sales and stock 
data necessary for merchandising decisions, few are based 
on predetermined performance objectives which can be used 
in evaluating actual performance. Specifically, no
lwDepartment Stores Urged on Wider EDP Appli­
cation," Women*s Wear Dally. September 6, 1962, p. S.
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forecasting is done to determine what constitutes a normal 
rate of sale or a normal on-hand quantity for Individual 
Items.
Woodward and Lothropfs system, still In Its ex­
perimental stage, Is designed to combine the computer*s 
ability to test for the presence of previously established 
conditions with the need for control criteria and manage­
ment by exception. From an organlsatlon-control viewpoint, 
management by exception means that subordinates administer 
activities of a routine nature. Whenever exceptions occur, 
however, higher management Is consulted. Hence, an execu­
tive's time Is budgeted among those problems calling for 
special action. The same principle can be applied to 
data-processing activities. Where normal or expected 
rates of sale are forecasted, for example, buyers can 
receive Information from the computer on exceptional rates. 
Two current applications and one planned for the future at 
Woodward and Lothrop serve to illustrate the computer 
application of the exception principle.
Best Seller Report
The criteria established to determine which styles 
appear on the Best Seller Report are linked to the re­
lationship of sales for a time period to the on-hand 
amount at the beginning of that period. Under these
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criteria, a style appears on the report whenever the 
following conditions hold: (1) sales for the day exceed
20 per cent of the day's beginning Inventory; (2) sales 
for the week exceed 25 per cent of the week's beginning 
Inventory; or (3) sales for two weeks exceed 40 per cent 
of the two-week beginning Inventory. Hence, the buyer 
need not be concerned with a lengthy listing of Items In 
order to discover a relatively few which are potential 
reorders. With the day's sales in a departmental classi­
fication refined by these criteria, a significant begin­
ning has been made by a retailer toward the control of 
merchandise through exception reporting.
Slow Selling Report
In addition to the desirability of discovering
and reordering fast-selling styles immediately, Woodward
and Lothrop, not unlike other retailers, has the further
need to identify slow-selling merchandise for early action.
Smphasis is placed on this point by the Finance Vice
President, Mr. C. Robert McBrier, who says, "We are
coming to appreciate that most of the buyer’s time is
devoted to acquisition of merchandise, and all too little
2to disposition.■
^Personal letter from Mr. C. Robert McBrier, 
Woodward and Lothrop, Incorporated, Washington, D. C., 
November 23# 1962.
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To facilitate the early disposition of slow 
sellers, then, a separate exception report Is prepared. 
Produced every two weeks, the Slow Selling Report ferrets 
out all styles whose sales were less than 10 per cent of 
the two-week beginning Inventory. With the aid of this 
special listing, buyers are taking earlier action to 
correct their mistakes.
Classlflcatlcn-prlce-llne Trials
The use of the exception principle in reporting 
3ales by price line is now In the experimental stage at 
Woodward and Lothrop, but, according to Mr. McBrier, **Tt 
will in time be the heart of our merchandising effort.
The experimental report is based on a forecast of 
ready-to-wear sales for each store by classifications and 
price lines. Seasonal forecasts are made on the basis of 
data from the preceding year; then, four-week forecasts 
are prepared and updated by the computer on the basis of 
current sales trends. With these data available, the 
buyer determines a planned supply for each price line.
At the end of each week, variations In on-hand conditions 
from this planned supply are reported to buyers. Buyers,
^Loc. cit.
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In turn, can consider explicitly over- or understocked 
merchandise positions in their decisions.
Bach of the reports prepared in the Woodward and 
Lothrop system represents an effort to plan first and, 
later, to control deviations from the plan. Criteria in 
both the Best Seller Report and the Slow Selling Report 
were developed by the Finance Vice President in conjunc­
tion with buyers. These criteria are not the result of 
mathematical calculations; instead, they represent intui­
tive decisions on what constitutes a normal rate of sale. 
Ideally, different criteria should be established for 
different classifications of merchandise. At the present 
writing, the company is accumulating information to facili­
tate this additional degree of precision.
Aid from Technological Advances
In addition to the efforts of retailers such as 
Woodward and Lothrop, advancement in computer applications 
to merchandise control rests partially on the availability 
of equipment adaptable to some peculiarities of retail 
operations. Specifically, the problem of getting data in 
acceptable form from the sales floor to the processing 
center challenges computer manufacturers. Print-punch 
tickets, widely used in ready-to-wear control, are often
either too expensive or physically unsuitable for use in 
staple-ltem control.
Experimentation is proceeding currently with the 
point-of-sale recorder as a possible solution to the 
input problem. At present, point-of-sale equipment is 
considered economically unfeasible by the majority of 
retailers utilising electronic data processing. At the 
same time, however, the machines offer some interesting 
possibilities. To the extent that they can provide input 
data accurately on a wide range of items, they may make 
possible an expansion in the types of merchandise suscep­
tible to computer-aided control, as well as an Increase 
in the precision of merchandise-control methods.
Robinson Brothers and the Experimental Uni-Tote
With the co-operation of Robinson*s department 
store of Glen Burnie, Maryland, American Totalisator 
Company is testing its Uni-Tote point-of-sale recorder.^ 
The special cash registers are being used in conjunction 
with a Remington Rand Univac computer to provide in-line 
processing. That is, the cash registers are connected to 
the central control unit of the computer. Hence, as a
4-wpoint-of-sale Pilot Test Finds Uni-Tote on the 
Beam," Women*s Wear Dally. January IB, 1962, p. 6.
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salesperson completes a transaction and registers ltt 
data are Instantaneously recorded In computer memory.
The combined system has been used thus far pri­
marily for accounts receivable, credit Inquiries, and 
sales audit. Because of the system’s Immediate, pro­
grammed action during each sale, records in each of these 
areas are current at all times. When a sale is consum­
mated, the arithmetic of all merchandise charges, taxes, 
and change due for cash purchases is performed by the 
computer.
More important for merchandise control purposes 
is the special tag-reading unit in the register. The 
unit accepts and reads data previously recorded on mer­
chandise tickets. Computer-maintained records on sales 
and stocks of certain fashion items are updated, therefore, 
when the sale is made. Further, in the absence of pre­
punched merchandise tickets, the data may be recorded in 
computer memory by the salesperson as she registers the 
sale.
Merchandise-control applications currently are
5being added slowly to the in-line system. Thus far, 
perpetual unit-control records are available at all times
5*Field Test Proves Automated System," Chain 
Store Age. Vol. 36, No. 3 (March, 1962), p. 20.
for ready-to-wear Items. Consequently, in the merchandise 
control area, the system resembles traditional appli­
cations utilizing print-puneh tickets. Only when one 
considers the potential of point-of-sale recorders can 
their value in merchandise management be understood; for 
It is not too far from reality to conceive of perpetual 
unit records for each of the store’s important items.
American Totalisator hesitates to place a cost on 
the registers at the present time. Therefore, members of 
the Electronics Committee of the Retail Research Institute 
who viewed the system in operation, refuse to evaluate 
its feasibility until cost data are available. Even 
though the experimental system appears to point to a 
utopian state for merchandise control through electronic 
data processing, an evaluation of its practicability is 
Impossible.
Complete Control of Photo Supplies at Willoughby’s
Merchandising statistics are being gathered on a 
routine basis at Willoughby’s photo supply store, New 
York City. Monroe-Sweda point-of-sale recorders provide 
the method for developing computer input, although an 
Independent computer center does the actual processing.
Punched tags, which contain relevant data on mer­
chandise, are kept In small cannisters next to each Item
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In the store. The salesperson must insert these tags 
before sales can be registered; and at the time a sale is 
registered, the tags enter a locked cannister inside the 
machine. At the end of each day, tags are sent to the 
computer center for processing.
Merchandise management is presented with daily 
sales and stock data on all items in the store. Because 
the previous system was based solely on saleschecks, the 
current application is a great improvement. The system 
is complete, therefore, as far as merchandise coverage is 
concerned. Management is not reaping the advantages of 
its completeness, however, because of the raw form in 
which data are presented. While merchandise management 
has improved with the availability of needed data, much 
remains to be done in refining these data for decision­
making uses.
The Influence of Retail Forms on Computer Applications
To be sure, the state of technology places limits 
on the ways in which a retailer can apply electronic data 
processing to merchandise control. Beyond the techno­
logical aspects, the type of retail operation also influ­
ences the pattern which oomputer applications follow. A 
mail-order operation, the first type of retailing discussed
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In this section, has certain characteristics which point 
a general direction for computer use. Chain stores, with 
their geographical dispersion, may offer other oppor­
tunities. Finally, the highly staple nature of many 
supermarket Items may Indicate a chance to join some 
principles of scientific inventory management with the 
computer*s computational capacity. Potential in each of 
the above-mentioned retail forms Is discussed in this 
section through reference to the experience of several 
well-known retailers.
Mail-order Houses with Centralized Operations
Spiegel. Incorporated. Electronic data processing 
appears particularly applicable to mail-order merchandising 
operations. Where a company sells only from a catalog and 
supplies merchandise from a central warehouse, as is the 
case for Spiegel, Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois, the 
magnitude of the operation alone Indicates some potential 
for computer applications.^ During a one-year period, 
the company receives over 12 million orders and ships 
between 40 and 50 million items. The need for faster and 
more accurate control over these items, accompanied by
^**Mall Order House Spends $3-mllllon to Save 
Money.* Business Week. No. 1691 (January 27, 1962), p. 57.
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the advantages of a large centralized operation, led 
Spiegel's to Install an electronic data processing system.
The completeness of the original manual system 
simplified conversion to the computerized system. At the 
same time the computer was Installed, a new materials- 
handllng system was added. The result is an information 
system integrated with the physical aspects of merchandise
movement. At present, the system provides merchandisers
7with control data on small, softgood items. Spiegel's 
management Is reluctant to reveal any of the details of 
the merchandise-control system other than that it provides 
buyers with data on supply levels through the maintenance 
of a perpetual inventory.
Montgomery Ward and Company. Slightly behind 
Spiegel's In the automation of its mail-order operations, 
Montgomery Ward is in the experimental stage with the 
application of its computer to the control of catalog 
merchandise. Current tests are, however, in the area of 
statistical forecasting by items as an aid to the deter-gmlnation of merchandise needs.
7"Retailing Turns to Electronic Aid," The Wall 
Street Journal. Vol. 29, No. 13 (July 15, 1962^, p.
^Personal letter from Mr. H. W. Jensen, Retail 
Inventory Manager, Montgomery Ward and Company, Chicago 7, 
Illinois, December 5, 1962.
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The company’s primary use of its IBM 1401 is in
its centralized fashion purchasing. Current concentration
is on the following lines of merchandise: dresses, coats,
9suits, housecoats, dusters, and robes. Through the use 
of print-punch tickets as source documents, buyers know 
each Monday the sales performance of all items in these 
lines in the 500 Ward stores for the week ending the pre­
ceding Wednesday. With the aid of these data, buyers 
distribute merchandise to individual stores; in addition, 
they issue mandatory markdown instructions for slow- 
selling merchandise. Neither exception reporting nor 
advanced statistical techniques are used at this time in 
ready-to-wear reporting.
Sears. Roebuck and Company. A third large mail­
order house, Sears, Roebuck and Company, is interested in 
the use of electronic data processing primarily as an aid 
to the control of staple merchandise. The company*s mail- 
order-plant merchandise superintendent, Mr. C. B. Llvezy, 
believes that a computer operation "can eventually reach 
the point of programming for automatic purchase orders’* 
for the staple lines which represent 25 per cent of
^Harry Berlfeln, "Electronics to Speed Ward Data 
to Units,** Women’s Wear Dally. January 30, 1961, p. 16.
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catalog merchandise.^ To date, however, progress has
been slow. According to Mr. Robert Seyfarth, Director
of Research and Development:
For the past three years there has been so 
much to do just clearing up the present 
manual system so as to provide for clean 
Input, that we have not really arrived at 
the point where we are using a computer In 
day-to-day operations.H
Sears* management shows little enthusiasm for computer 
applications In the control of fashion merchandise. The 
best possible application now seen by the company Is a 
listing of sales by styles and other merchandise charac­
teristics.
Vertical Integration In Chain Stores
The merchandise-control task Is amplified In chain 
stores because of the geographical dispersion of store 
units. Centralised buying of many Items enables the 
chaln-store organisations to realise certain large-scale 
economies. Since central-buying operations rest on 
Information-gathering systems for their effectiveness, 
electronic data processing plays an important role for
10*3ears Studies Full Application of Computers to 
Staple Lines.** Women’s Wear Dally. September 12. 1961. 
p. 7.
Upersonal letter from Mr. Robert M. Seyfarth, 
Director of Research and Development, Sears, Roebuck and 
Company, Chicago 7, Illinois, November 2, 1962.
several chains in their large-scale merchandising efforts.
In fact, according to an executive of a large single-unit
department store, "Chain stores appear to be reaping
greater benefits (from electronic data processing) than
department stores are, possibly due to the nature of their 
12operation." Two advanced applications, those of the 
W. T. Grant Company and the J. C. Penney Company, are 
discussed in this section to illustrate further the influ­
ence of retail forms on computer potential.
W. T. Grant Company. All of the 1,000 W. T. Grant 
stores fulfill some of their merchandise needs through 
one or the other of the company’s four General Merchandise 
Distribution Centers. It is in this area that the chain 
installed its first computer, a Ramac 305, in February, 
1961. The computer is located in the Fort Wayne, Indiana, 
distribution center.
Many of the company’s departments order as much 
as 85 per cent of their merchandise from a distribution
center; and on total, 20 per cent of the company’s volume
13is handled through these warehouse facilities. The
^personal letter from Mr. Clarke Newlln,
Manager— Data Processing Systems, Foley’s, Houston, Texas, 
October 18, 1962.
^Personal letter from Mr. C. F. Clark, Distri­
bution Merchandise Controller, W. T. Grant Company, New 
York 18, New Toxic, December 18, 1962.
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existence of a warehouse Itself simplifies ordering and 
merchandise-control decisions in the individual Grant 
stores. Since warehouse orders are placed weekly, the 
store managers can reduce some inventory carrying costs. 
Simultaneously, when orders are aggregated from many 
stores, erratic fluctuations in demand tend to offset 
each other and, hence, to reduce warehouse merchandise- 
control problems. Use of the Ramac 305 is intended to 
aid warehouse merchandisers in meeting the stores* aggre­
gate demand for individual items while attempting to 
reduce warehouse inventory investment.
All items (approximately 11,000 at the Fort Wayne 
center) are reviewed for replenishment every two weeks.^ 
The computer is programed to perform some highly useful 
calculations to aid merchandisers in their purchasing 
decisions. For example, the Ramac 305 computes the per­
centage change in sales from the previous year to the 
current year. Then, it uses this simple percentage to 
forecast sales by item for coming months. A reorder point 
is computed which takes into consideration anticipated
iVrhis, of course, is a net advantage only if 
Increases in ordering costs do not outweigh the reductions 
in carrying costs.
^■Transactions Up 60#, Inventory Investment 
Down,** Chain Store Age. Vol. 3°, Wo. 9 (September, 1962), 
p. 29*
sales and (perhaps Incorrectly) a uniform two-meek lead 
time for all items. The results of these calculations 
appear on a "cycle review" which also shows the following 
average two-week demand over the preceding year, on-order 
and on-hand quantities, and anticipated sales for the 
coming two-week period. No calculations of order quan­
tities are made by the computer; Instead, merchandisers 
determine amounts to purchase by Inspecting Information 
on the cycle review. The use of the cycle review in this 
manner has permitted the company to decrease Inventory 
Investment and, correspondingly, to Increase turnover, 
while the level of service to Grant stores has remained 
approximately the same.
J. C. Penney Company. On highly staple Items,
J. C. Penney uses a "semi-automated stock control system 
(SASC)."^ Print-punch tickets are forwarded from indi­
vidual stores to the company*3 computer center In the New 
York office. On the basis of past sales data stored on 
magnetic tape, the computer calculates order quantities 
for Individual stores; and auxiliary equipment automati­
cally prints the orders.
^"Semi-automated Stock Control System," Chain 
Store Axe. Vol. 3d, No. 11 (November, 1962), p. 24.
12$
The company’s movement into such complete auto­
mation in merchandise control is rare in the industry. 
Perhaps this explains the system’s being limited to a 
very few items whose past demand shows a high degree of 
stability. The system has been in operation only for a 
short period of time; consequently, management is reluc­
tant to make any definite commitments on the degree of 
its success.
Both W. T. Grant and J. C. Penney in the ehain- 
store classification represent significant steps forward 
in the application of statistical techniques. As revealed 
in earlier cases, retailers hesitate even to program their 
computers to make statistical forecasts, much less to 
calculate reorder points or reorder quantities. One 
other retailer, Ralph’s Supermarkets, however, is pro­
gramming its computer for more sophisticated merchandise 
control. Therefore, the supermarket chain Is the subject 
of the next section and precedes a more intensive investi­
gation of the applicability of probability theory to 
merchandise control.
Ralph’s Supermarkets— an IBM Experiment
Although merchandise-control systems vary greatly 
in their details of practical operation, they are similar 
in that, in one way or another, they attempt to provide
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management with Information needed In making two basic 
decisions. The first of these decisions deals with how 
much to order, while the second deals with when to order. 
These two controllable decision variables, the amount 
ordered and the frequency of ordering, may be used as 
differentiating characteristics for the two general 
systems provided by inventory-control theory.
The first major system, called variously the
17 16Q-system and the two-bin system, uses a fixed order
size for the "how much" decision and lets the time to 
order this fixed amount vary according to fluctuations 
in demand. The second major system, the P-systera or 
ordering-cycle system, uses a fixed order period and lets 
the size of the order be determined by fluctuations In 
demand. Variations of both general systems can be used 
by retailers with the aid of electronic equipment; there­
fore, the remainder of this chapter is devoted to the 
applicability of the two general systems, as well as to 
the details of their use.
A variation of the Q-system Is being tested cur­
rently at Ralph*s Grocery Company, Los Angeles, California.
ITfclartin K. Starr and David ¥. Miller, Inventory 
Control: Theory and Practice. Prentlce-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1962, p. 114-
1$T. M. Whltin, Theory of Inventory Management. 
Princeton University Press, Princeton, N . J . ,1^57* p* 15*
13C
The 46-unit chain is co-operating with International 
Business Machines Corporation in the latter*s efforts to
provide its computer users with "inventory management
19program and control techniques.** International Business 
Machines admits that installing the system in other estab­
lishments "is still too expensive" and, further, that
"there is an extreme lack of knowledge in applying the
20system to actual firm activities." An analysis of the
Q-system recommended by IBM, however, provides some useful
insights into the basic content of scientific inventory
management. The analysis is aided by IBM’s Q-system flow
chart, presented here as Figure 4. The total system is
operated as three subsystems: namely, forecasting, re-
21viewing, and ordering. Bach is discussed first in 
general terms; important details are left for the last 
section of the chapter.
Forecasting Subsystem
To decide both the fixed quantity to order and 
when to order requires a knowledge of the anticipated
19*stoek Management Plan Detailed," Supermarket 
News, Vol. 11, No. 46 (December 3, 1962), p.~40.
^ L o c . cit.
^Data Processing Division, General Information 
Manual. Impact— Inventory Management Program and Control 
Techniques. International Business MachinesCorporation, 
Ifhite Plains, N. Y., 1962, p. 3-
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Source: Data Processing Division, 0£. clt.. p. 3,
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demand for each item. The forecasting subsystem is 
designed to provide this knowledge by extrapolating past 
demand into the future. The forecasting technique chosen 
necessarily depends upon the demand characteristics of 
individual items. According to studies made by Inter­
national Business Machines:
The bulk of items in an inventory fall into 
one of three basic demand patterns: constant,
trend, or seasonal. While there are exceptions, 
of course, the great majority of items in a 
product line can be placed in one of these 
three categories.22
Classification of items into one of these basic demand
patterns is necessary before a practical forecasting
scheme can be applied to an itemTs past history. Once a
forecasting scheme is selected, an order point can be set
to provide for demand expectations.
Reviewing Subsystem
The action a buyer takes when he receives infor­
mation on his department’s stock and sales activity in a 
manual system is closely paralleled by the computer’s 
reviewing subsystem. The computer asks this question of 
its memory: Have sales reduced the on-hand quantity of
an item to the point where a reorder is needed? If the 
answer is no, the buyer does not receive a signal to
22Ibld.. p. 28
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reorder. When the answer is yes, the ordering subsystem 
is called upon to provide a reorder quantity. This 
quantity is then sent to the buyer for his approval.
Ordering Subsystem
As mentioned earlier, the general Q-system uti­
lizes fixed order quantities with variable ordering 
times. This quantity is referred to throughout inventory- 
theory literature as the economic order quantity (ROQ).
The general approach to its determination involves mini­
mizing the total of two costs: ordering costs and
inventory carrying costs. The first component of the 
total, order cost per unit, decreases as the cost of 
placing an order is spread over an increasing number of 
units. At the same time that ordering costs decrease, 
however, inventory carrying costs increase; for Increases 
in the size of orders mean fewer orders and, consequently, 
a larger average inventory upon which carrying costs must 
be incurred. The minimum of the total of these two
variable costs occurs when they balance each other; that
23is, when ordering costs are equal to carrying costs.
^■^This is shown by the classic derivation of the 
EOQ formula. Assume (1) that ordering costs are constant 
for each order placed and (2) that I is the cost of 
carrying inventory in per cent per year. Let T represent 
forecasted annual sales (in physical units); let Q be the 
economic order quantity in physical units; let C be the
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The validity of the EOQ formulation cannot be 
questioned when the assumptions upon which it is based 
hold. Its applicability, however, can be questioned.
For most retailers, there is a general lack of availability 
of cost information. Retailing pricing practices alone 
have long been subjected to criticism because they do not 
consider specifically costs related to the acquisition 
and disposition of inventories. Retailers believe that 
gathering the cost data on thousands of items would be 
more expensive than the monetary value of any advantages
unit cost; and let S be the ordering cost for one order. 
Assuming depletion of inventory at a constant rate to 
sero before each reorder arrives, carrying costs are 
(QC/2)(l). Ordering costs are (Y/Q)(Sj, the number of 
orders placed times the cost of one order. Then, total 
variable costs for the year (TVC) may be expressed as 
follows:
TVC « (QC/2)(I) + (Y/Q)(S)
Differentiating this expression with respect to Q and 
setting the derivative equal to zero yields the following 
for a minimum, the second-order condition being fulfilled:
(IC/2) - (YS/Q2) - 0
Solving for Q, the economic order quantity, produces the 
following:
Q * V2YS/IC
Cf. Joseph Buchan and Ernest Koenigsberg, Scientific 
Inventory Management. Prentice-Hall, Inc., fenglewood 
Cliffs, N. J., 19&1> p» 4; also, Whitin, oj>. clt.. p. 32.
which would result. Consequently, it would not seem 
appropriate to suggest forcefully that EOQ formulas be 
used when cost data generally are not available. Con­
versely, a suggestion that the formulas are completely 
useless to the retailer would be an indictment against 
any desire to improve merchandise management. The argu­
ment is compromised here through a discussion of other 
approaches to scientific inventory control which do not 
require specific cost data and which appear more appli­
cable at this juncture in the development of retail mer­
chandise control practices.
According to International Business Machines:
"For distribution industries, the concepts of inventory 
management have their greatest impact in setting order 
point." The following section, therefore, concentrates 
on one variation of the general P-system in which the 
order-point principle Is used (as in the Q-system), but 
in which the order quantity is allowed to vary.
A Variation of the P-system of Inventory Control
The replenishment system of inventory control, 
discussed in this section, is a variation of the general 
P-system of inventory control. As such, it is based on
2^Data Processing Division, 0£. cit., p. 2.
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fixed ordering times and variable order quantities. With 
the aid of probability theory, a maximum stock (the re­
plenishment level) is established to maintain a stated 
protection against stock-outs in accordance with a planned 
schedule of periodic review and reorder. Inventory 
carrying and ordering costs are not considered explicitly.
Principles of the System
That orders must be placed to account for expected
demand during some stated time period is the basic princi-
25pie of the replenishment system. As its first component, 
this time period must include the interval between reviews 
of item stock positions (the review period). Secondly, 
allowance must be made for the time required to receive 
an item in inventory after it is ordered (the lead time). 
At the outset, then, order quantities must be large enough 
to cover average sales during the review period plus lead 
time. Coverage for average sales alone, however, is not 
sufficient; for actual sales of an item will exceed the 
average about half the time over the long run. Whenever 
this happens, the item will be out of stock.
If the distribution of an Item’s sales follows 
one of the known probability distributions, a buffer stock
^Buch a n ,  0£. cit., p. 24*
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may be included in the calculation of the replenishment 
level to account for random fluctuations in sales around 
the expected average demand. The probability distribution 
which is assumed to approximate actual demand must be 
chosen with care. Fortunately for the retailer, experi­
ence indicates that a great many retail sales patterns 
follow the Poisson distribution.^ This distribution has 
one particularly convenient advantage: its standard
deviation (an expression of the variability of individual 
items around their mean value) is the square root of the 
mean value. Hence, once mean sales are forecasted, the 
complete distribution is described by a simple square-root 
calculation.
Knowledge of the random variability of demand 
allows the retailer to calculate buffer stocks which 
provide specified levels of protection against stock-outs. 
That is, once the retailer knows the probability of de­
pleting an item’s inventory with given levels of buffer 
stock, he can adjust these stocks to allow for a wide 
range of protection levels. These levels vary for dif­
ferent classes of items. Therefore, the retailer’s first 
step in installing a replenishment system should be the 
collection of data on the contribution of individual
26joseph 3. Frledlander, "Inventory Management," 
Stores, Vol. 44, Ko. 11 (December, 1962), p. 33-
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items to total sales or profit. Usually a relatively 
small number of items contributes a relatively large 
portion to total sales. On these items the retailer 
should set higher levels of protection (and higher buffer 
stocks) than on items which contribute relatively small 
amounts to total sales.
An Illustrative Application
The application of the replenishment system can
57be explained best with the aid of an illustration. In
this illustration, a retailer is faced with relatively
stable demand for,an item whose sales are distributed in
28a Poisson manner. Both lead time and review time are
constant. Hence, the replenishment level is determined
by the following formula:
M = B + D(L+R)
where M = replenishment level (in units),
B ■* buffer level (in units),
D * average daily sales (in units per day),L - lead time (in days),
R *= review period (in days).
The replenishment level first must Include an amount to
satisfy average demand during (L+R)* If L * 3 days,
^Adapted from Joseph S. Friedlander, "The tMaxi- 
mumv System for Reorder Open-to-Buy,* Hew York Retailer. 
June, 1962, pp. 8-11 and Buchan, op. clt.. pp.
^•Relatively stable" implies the absence of 
seasonal or trend influences.
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R - 10 days, and D - 2 units per day, then D(L+R) - 26. 
Now, to provide for inherent variability in the demand- 
generation process, a buffer must be calculated. If the 
retailer wishes to assume a one-per cent chance of being 
out of stock, B should be set at 12 units (at 2.326 times 
the standard deviation of expected demand).^ Step-by- 
step calculations are as follows:
M = B + D(L+R)
* 2.326 26 + 2(10+3)
= 36
The operation of the dynamic model, as shown in 
Figure 5, involves ordering enough at each review period 
to bring stock on hand up to the replenishment level.
For example, after 10 days (the first review period 
shown), 26 units are in stock. An order for 10 units is 
placed to bring the quantity on hand up to the replenish­
ment level of 36. During the second review period, sales 
are greater than average; part of the protective buffer 
stock is used to satisfy the extra demand. Therefore, on 
the twentieth day, 26 units are ordered to replenish
^The Poisson probability of sales in excess of 
the mean demand plus 2.326 vmean demand Is .01. That Is, 
the probability of sales in excess of 36 is .01. Other 
levels of protection also can be established; as the 
buffer is decreased, the amount of protection against 
out-of-stocks decreases. A buffer of 9 provides protec­
tion at the .05 level; there is a 5-per cent chance of 
running out of the Item. Similarly, a buffer of 7 is 
accompanied by a 10-per cent chance of stock depletion.
FIGURE 5
ILLUSTRATION OF A REPLENISHMENT SYSTEM
Replenishment
 I w l _____
Buffer stock
R « 10 daysDAYS
Source: Adapted from Joseph S. Frledlander,
"The ’Maximum* System for Reorder Open- 
to-Buy,» New York Retailer. June, 1962, 
pp. 8-11 and Buchan, o£. cit., pp. 24-25.
L * 3 days
B • 12 units 
D * 2 units
per day
inventory. As long as the demand-generatlon process 
remains unchanged, purchasing decisions based on the 
calculated replenishment level will assure the retailer 
of having the item in stock 99 per cent of the time.
That is, over 100 (R+L) periods, the retailer can expect 
to run out of stock during only one period.
Subjective Approximations
The previously discussed principles of scientific 
inventory management are not new. In fact, recognition 
of the principles may be seen in any retailer’s attempt 
to increase or decrease stock turnover. The retailer 
knows, for example, that a high rate of stocktum usually 
reduces markdowns through keeping fresh merchandise in 
the store. Further, a high stockturn, brought about by 
a reduction in inventory investment, reduces inventory 
carrying costs (interest, insurance, merchandise taxes) 
and increases the retailer’s return on his investment.
With these advantages of rapid turnover, however, 
come disadvantages which also must be considered by the 
retailer. A low inventory investment which Increases 
turnover may also mean lost sales through frequent out-of­
stock positions. In addition, to achieve a high stock 
turnover, the retailer knows he must order frequently and
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Incur increased ordering costs, losses of some quantity
discounts, and increases in some transportation costs.
Attempts to adjust turnover in line with these
advantages and disadvantages of high stockturn reveal the
retailer’s cognizance of scientific-inventory-management
principles. The large number of items under the control
of the average buyer, however, severely restricts the
precision with which the principles may be employed.
Rather than applying optimization efforts to individual
items, the buyer deals with dollar aggregates of one form
or the other. With reference to this compromise, Mr.
Joseph Friedlander warns:
Stores will never find satisfactory answers- 
to the stockturn question so long as manage­
ment is content to view its stocks from the 
top; from departmental and classification 
dollar reports; even from broad unit controls 
summed up in price-line reports. Turnover is 
a built-up thing. Bvery size of every color 
of every selection factor which differentiates 
the thousands of items in an inventory has its 
own turnover rate. Only by examination way 
down at this level can the answers be found.
Both the P-system and the Q-system discussed in the previ­
ous sections provide the retailer with a method for 
seeking the answers to which Mr. Friedlander refers » In 
each system, individual-item data are considered. Unable
^Joseph 3. Friedlander, "How Important Is the 
Stockturn Figure?” Stores. Vol. 44* No. 10 (November, 
1962), p. 33.
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to forecast demand exactly, the retailer can -̂ely on the 
laws of probability in his merchandising decisions. In 
addition, the Q-system supplies the mechanism with which 
turnover decisions can be optimized. The choice between 
the two major systems appears to rest on the retailer’s 
willingness to gather cost data— operating figures neces­
sary to the operation of the Q-system, but unneeded in 
the P-system.
Electronic data processing may aid in the 
operation of either system. Indeed, the rigorous appli­
cation of scientific principles to retail merchandise 
control, heretofore often considered impossible because 
of the magnitude of the necessary calculations, may now 
become a reality. A computer with its auxiliary equipment 
can aid in demand forecasting and in the storage and 
manipulation of data needed for other seientific-inventory- 
management calculations.
From companies such as D. H. Holmes, whose com­
puter applications are relatively simple, to Ralph’s 
Supermarkets, where scientific-inventory-management 
principles are being employed, one can draw conclusions 
on the future role of electronic data processing in 
retail merchandise control. These conclusions, covered 
in the following chapter, are based on a summary of the 
research results presented thus far.
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tlakats aaa ha attaohad aaslly ta ready-ta-waar Its— , 
aad baoamsa bwyars aaad fragwaat mala a lafar— tlsa aa 
faahlaa aarshaadlsa, aaat pwaahad-sard appllaatlaaa oaa- 
aaatrwtad aa dally salaa 11atlag* aa prl— ry eoatrol aids* 
Tha first alaatraala data prassssiag sgwlp— at 
adaptad by rata liars, aa aarllar thaa 1957, was aaad ta 
parfarw asssmatlag fhaatlaaa* Tha aslataaaa af ralatlraly 
saaplats assawatlag ay at— a, aawplad with tha aaad far 
largo fUiici aapaolty aad fast astlaa la araaa aaeh as 
aaaawats rasal'vabls, lad — ay ratallars ta shaasa ao- 
tawatlag aatlrltlaa far laitlal appllaatlaaa. Tha rsla- 
tltaly aaphlatlaatad aatwra af assawatlag proaadwraa.
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hw ttr, tlat asat that eoiti ef weasel systews vara 
relatively lev* Therefore, theae retailers she ahsse 
aeeeaatlag as the prlwary area far applylsg c^saslvs 
amp at are were dloappela&ed eest-wlse* Italy ehea wer- 
thaiilH eeatrel was eoasldered 414 seas pr>fft Ttpr■Tessat 
peteatlal appear. Specifically, the areas ef warkdewas, 
eat-ef-steaks, aad laveatery carrylag easts each a slg- 
alfleaat sllee set ef the grass irgli pie— ef£ere4 seas 
opportaalty te realise a set gala free the applleatlea ef 
a cmpater.
Slectreale speeds aad the availability ef prist— 
peach tickets for Ispet asset that the salt eeatrel ef 
fashlea ltms soea becaas a pepelar applleatlea* Vlth 
aagaetlc tape aad ether aaadllaiy aewery devices, per- 
psteal laveaterles were passible for a great aaaber ef 
fashlea Item* lease, beyers eeald receive earreat ea* 
head aad sales lafevaatlea as oftea as accessary* la 
areas where prlat-paaeh tickets eeald ast be meed, classi­
fies ties dollar eeatrsl eeald provide beaaflts*
Aa lavestlgatlea ef the evelatloaary dsvslopwoa* 
ef aerehaadlse-eest rel appllcatleas reveals several la­
ps rtaat seeds* Chief aweag these Is the seed te aaalyae 
thercaghly the wsreh aadl se-eesa rsl prsblcoi before
att«vtlai to apply a eeapwter ta Its selatloa.
•Mptttra aam add Htk la the way af ^aad, aaairy, aad 
aaapatatlaaal capacity, their «aa aa substitutes for 
aa— si act hods aaaaa that spa ad la tha aala atntftga 
raallaad; far tha ee^wtar aaa aid tha aarehaadlse aaaager 
oaly ta tha aataat that ha daflaaa hla lafenatlea re *ui re­
seats aad aaka tuestloas about aarraat aathada* Far 
exaaple, ara uaft-eoutrel data aaaaaaary far all Itaaa, 
or wlU dollar eoatrol aafflaa far aaaaT Ara both prlce- 
11 aa aad ladlvldual-ualt atatlatlaa aaaaaaary far tha 
aaaa aerehaadlse llaaaT Shaald all Itaaa receive tha 
a aaa aaaaat af eoatrol, or ahaald eoatrol effort ha allo­
cated a— ag Itaaa assorting ta thalr sales-eestrlbutlen 
potential? Wight momm lnprovesents la aarehaadlalac 
raaalt frwa the gathering af praflt-ooatrlbatlaa figures? 
Sash of thaaa aad other questions ahaald ha asked by any 
retailor converting his aarahaadlaa eoatrol ta eleetroale 
data proeeaelag oqulpswat* Indoubtedly, aaawara will 
wary fraa aaa retailor ta tha aaact, depending upon the 
also of aarehaadlalag operations aad tha diversity of 
aarahaadlaa 11 aaa.
Whether tha aarahaadlaa ta ha eoutrolled la a 
fashlea ltsa or a staple ltea affaata tha rale af elea- 
treale data praaasslag. The relatively eeastaat daasnrl 
far staple ltau ladl sates that they aay ha seat railed
with iwyitir prograao ttoMpultd by bayor follow y »« 
For otbor It—  la ableb ooaooaal or troad ft«kora tit 
oraelal to tko baylag doololoa, aoro bayor latorroatloa 
aay bo rofalrod.
Boyoad tbo llaoo of aorohaadloo oarrlod by tbo 
rotallor, tbo googropbloal dlcyoroloa of otoro aalto aad 
varoboaolag faollltloo laflaoaooo tbo apyroaob takoa to 
tbo adoptloa of olootroale oqalpaoat. Altboagb obaia 
otoro*, for OTpaplo, roallso oortala a t m U f o t  from 
baylag la largo fastltloa, tbooo advaatagoa aro of foot 
partially by tbo aood to eolloot aad traaaait aorobaadloo 
ooatrol data to ooatral bay ora. Hoaoo, tbo ooayator aay 
bo bolpfal to tbo ebala otoro la dOToloylag aotboda for 
oollootlag aad aaalymlag aaooos of data la aorobaadloo- 
dlatrlbwtloa doolaloaa. Vbara worohomolng faollltloa aro 
available to ladlrldaal otoro aalto, aaab of tbo aork 
involved la oo at rolling warobouao otooko aaa bo yorforaod 
by tbo ooapator.
Slnglo-aalt retailors, ahotbor or aot tboy aro 
aoaboro of largo baylag organisations, aro aalag ooapatoro 
la tbo oolloetloa aad dloooalaatloa of aorob^^dlolag 
otatlotloo. Tbo patb to ooyblotloatod applications for 
olaglo-aalt rotalloro aay bo longor thaa for obala stores, 
for tbo oloooaoao of baylag aad oolllng operations aooao 
that tbo foxaor bare rollod oa vlsaal Inspection loagor
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than tho lattor. Honca, tha alnglo-unlt ratallar'a 
■a— 1 nathoda provldo a woakar haaa froo whlah to bogln 
a input, or applloatlona.
Eogardloaa of tha typa of rotallor or tho uarahan- 
dloo llaos lnvolvod, roalatanoo to ohango appoaro aa a 
najor barrlor ta autoaatlon. Vhllo hlfhor rotall nanaga- 
aut aay ho oonvlaeod that tho a— yator la a potontlal 
norchandlao-control aid, onployooa at tho hayor lovol 
ofton roalat ehangoa la tho baale apparatus (nanaly, tho 
blaok book) which haa boon In nao for yoara. Only whan 
tho eoapotor la vlowod aa an aid to Itirl rtvn-nalrl ng. 
rathor than aa a anbatltnto for it, oan bayora bo onpoetod 
to aeoopt and utlliso eonputor-producod raporta. Iron 
at tho no at oophlotloatod lorola of application whoro tho 
eouputor la progrannod to nako aUplo, repetitive de­
al alana, bnyora aro noodod to aoloct now nerahandlae, to 
plan proantlona, and to review eoupnter decisions.
T— ribllity ||| Toehnolanv
Any final doolalon on tho foaolblllty of applying 
olootronio data proooaalng to tho aolntlon of Individual 
preblans of nor ah and loo oontrol nnat Inolndo a aonparlaon 
of lnaranantal ooata with potontlal gain. Any anoh aon- 
parloona aro oooplloatod In rotalllng by tho gonoral ladk 
of ooat data for nanaal ayatona. And for eoqpwter ay at ana 
alroady In operation, a von though tho baole rontal of
tfdfiit Is k a m ,  goepariaoaa of oosts u d  profits 1m 
alteraatlve moos Is difficult.
Tho preblsas of oeoaoorf c feasibility aro seea la 
ao bottor plaso thaa la tho roeoat dorolopasart of aew 
plooos of eqalpasst whleh proviso to solve teoh— lecleal 
dlffiealtles aew haaperlac progress la tho sophlstloatloa 
of aerehaadlse eoatrol threagh olostroalo data prooesslag. 
Hiibof-talo rooordors which eaa aako possible tho 
oreatlea of valaatle aerohaadlslag statistics oa a wide 
variety of it— ■ aro soaaldorod too axpoasire for lastal- 
latloa at tho prosoat tlae* Aoeordlagly, restraints aro 
placed oa tho applleatlea of olootroalss to staple it— s 
where prlat-paaeh tlskots aro laapproprlate*
Widespread aae of olootreaio data prooosslac Is 
Halted farther by tho high soot of basis eqalpaeact* 
However, tho dorolopaoat of saall i lapators at lower 
seats pr— Isos to laorsaso tho availability of olootroalos 
to retailors* Oatsido data-proeesslag oosEtora aay bo 
asod by those retailors who oaaaot jastlfy owaiac • eea- 
pater*
Coapator tosh— logy with refereaoe to speed of 
eeapatatlea Is at a level saffleloBt for retail appll«- 
eatloas* Zadood, — re data eaa bo predated thaa bayora 
aad asrohaadl—  aaaagers have tlao to review* Aside frea 
tho lqpat probl— , thea, the aajer shall sago to retailers
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Is to aaalyoo tho opoolfloa thoy aood f m  aa laforaatloa- 
IMtntlif i7«tM. Vhat aaa ho oapootod from oaoh aa 
aaalyolo to tho oabjoet of tho followlM oootloa*
H a t  L a i a
Pozhapo tho ootabllohaoat of ooatrol otaadardo lo 
tho aajor aood of rotailoro ooaoldorlag tho laotallatloa 
of olootroalo data prooooolag oqalpaoat. For la aay 
lyotM of oootrol, tho flrot atop ahaald ho tho oroatioa 
of otaadardo froa ohloh dorlatloao oaa bo aaaoarod. 
Norohaadl00-00atrol oyotoao, ohothor thoy prodaeo lafor- 
aatloa throogh agonal aothodo or olabormto aaohlaoo, fall 
abort of thalr parpooo aalooo plaaalag prorldoo prodotor- 
■laod objoetlroo wpoa ohloh aorohaadlolag porforaoaco oaa 
bo ooaloatod. That otaadardo aro aoodod to aako aotoaotod 
aorohaadloo-ooatrol oyotoao offloaolomo la ahowa by two 
laportaat oaooo.
Flrot, dally aoohaaiood llotlago obowlag orory 
roady-to-woar itoa la ohloh thoro lo oaloo activity pro- 
▼ido a plothoro of data la ohloh thoro lo llttlo lafoz*- 
aatloa valmo. haly by dooldlag ohat lo a aoraal rmto of 
oalo oaa raw data bo aada aoaalagfal* VIth thooo 
otaadardo ootabllohod for variooa olaoooo of Itoao, only 
oxooptloao fno tho aoza aro bzwoght to tho attoatloa of 
bayoro. Za tho ooooad eaoo, prloo-llao ooatrol aad
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elasslfleatlea dollar eoatrol ever aay creep of ltoa ere 
weakemod aalooo eapeetetioae ere qaamtlfied threagh a— o 
fereeastlag oehemo.
Bayers who maait eerehaadlse largely threagh 
iataltioa laplleltly set steaderds of perfermaaee la the 
aorael eoarse of their aerehaadloe-eeafcrel activities.
Aad these steaderds era based oa pest eaperleaee. Nash 
soap rises pest esperleaeo, however, aad the beyer*s 
ability to relate the ayried ef date with whieh he Is 
eeafroated aast be somewhat limited. Here eleetreaie 
date preeesslag offers a partial selatiea. Blase «es> 
paters also eaa aeeaaalate past experleaee, they offer 
buyers a aeaas of asslstaaee.
After the establ 1 shasat of steaderds, farther 
progress la the applieatloa of eleetreaie data proeesslag 
to aerehaadise eoatrol rests oa tho formmlatlea of baylag 
rales. The formal!satloa ef deelsloa processes iahereat 
la baylag eaa faeilitate traasfereaee to the ecapater of 
seme of the bayer's reatiae deties. The ass of 
solsatlflo-lavoatory ■eaegemeat priaelples la eeajamstlea 
with this foraaliastloa provides the retailer with aa 
eppertaaftty te optimise seas ef the eoatrellahle variables 
la the baylag deelsloa. laevltablo aaeertalaties sar» 
roaadlag these variables eaa be offset partially threagh
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tha u «  of probability thaory la tha aaapw&atloa of pro- 
taatlra itoeka.
Aa faaalbla lapwt aathada ara daralapad aad aoata 
ara lawarad, ratailara aaa laak ta U p m a a n t *  la aar­
ahaadlaa aoatral with alaatraala data proaaaalac (D whaa 
aaatral ataadarda ara aatabllshad, (2) whaa iataltlva 
boylac ntlaa ara faxwallsad, aad (3) whaa aalaatlfla- 
laraatary aanag— aat prlaalplaa ara aaahlaad with tha 
aaapatar'a aaapwtatlaaal aad aaaary eapaaltlaa.
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